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~A, .J;;ad:) this important undertaking of the Deutsche 
M>logiscbe Gesellschaft, under the general editorship of Prof. 
~ -E. Schulze, of Berlin. The first part of the work was promised 
to be ready in the beginning of 1897, and twenty-five years were 
all9wed . for its full completion. The general character of the 
~work was shown by the pattern treatise on the Heliozoa prepared 
l>Y;·Dr. F~tz Schaudinn, which accomp!3-nied the pro~pectus. In 
·t6ia treatise of 24 pages about 60 species were descnbed, so that 
lf,~his ratio of species to pages was an average one it would seem 
~~ ~pwards of 190 volumes would be required to complete the 
"'~ ,:r;1d. 
.... . :ji ;1,.,_\•i 
~ .... -t ~ .• r, . 
1, ~ f\> ,, I • 
,In · reference to the discussion on Zoological Nomenclature, 
hich took place at the last Meeting, Mr. Sclater remarked that 
e had omitted to state that at the late International Congress of 
logy' held at Leyden (see Bull. trois. Congr. Int. de Zoologie, 
o. 6, p. 6) a committee of five Naturalists of different countries 
.. d been appointed with the object of endeavouring to settle the 
d:fferences between the several codes of Zoological Nomenclature. 
e names suggested on that occasion' by Prof. F. E. Schulze, 
d accepted by the Meeting, were Prof. Blanchard of Paris, 
f;Victor Carus of Leipzi~, Dr. Jentink of Leyden, Mr. Sclater, 
d Dr. W. Stiles of W ashmgton. This subject would therefore 
me very appropriately before the next International Zoological 
npss, which was proposed to be held in this country in 1898. · 
\ ~ ! .. i .·· . 
r',..'- \t< ,. --- · 
r f· , Tb fcillowing papers were read:-
. t.t 
{ / H (' . 
. : A:;Contribntion to the Knowledge of the Hymenopterous 
Ai:l'auna of Ceylon. By Lt.-Col. C. T. B1Nou.u,, F.Z.S;, 
°F.E.S. 
. [Received February 17, 1896.) ·I ,,,, ..... 
. ~1 ···;f. . (Plate XV.) . . 
I kn~w of only two published lists dea.lin~ with th~ Hymenoptera 
Ceylon. The first, by Walker, is given in chapter xii. of 
nnent'a • Natural History of Ceylon,' and includes Walker's 
species described in the' Annals and Magazine of Natural 
tory,' series 3, vols. iv. (1859) and v. (1860). The second list, 
Motschoulsky, appeared in the 'Bulletin de la Societe Imperin.le 
Naturalistes,' Moscow, 1863. In this Walker's list was re-
lished, and several new species; chiefly Ohalcid~ and Ichneu,.. 
· ida, were described . . 
The. present paper, founded on the collections made in Ceylon 
OoL,Yerbury, R.A., and Mr. E. E. Green, deals only with the 
. ' te, ;·or more correctly, seeing that I have included the 
. bulifera(Ohrysidida), the Monotrochous Hymenoptera fomid in 
Paoo. ZooL. Soo.-1896, No. XXVI. , 26 -\ • ~p.;: I 
/ 
/ 
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the island. Three hundred and forty-one species, of which se,en 
·have not previously been described, are here recorded, a number, 
however, for less thnn whnt must actually occur ln an island ,~itb 
so varied a climate and flora. as Ceylon. 
The species, as was to be expected, nre chiefly Indian, but 1 
have thought it premature to enter into any detailed comparison· 
of the fauna with that of any other portion of the Oriental region, 
more especially as, since the publication, nearly thirty yea.rs ni;o, 
by the late Mr. Smith of his 'Catalogue of the Aculea.te Hymeno-
ptera and Ichneumonidce of India and the Ee.stern Archipelngo,' 
no comprehensive list of the hymenopterous insects of India hu 
appeared. I have to add, by way of explanation, that, in the follo\\ing 
list, where no locality is mentioned the insect does not .occur in 
either Colonel Yerbury's or Mr. Green's collections, and has 
simply been recorded or described from Ceylon, with no particular 
locality indicated. 
Family FoRMICIDE, Leach. 
Genus C.UIPONOTUB, Mayr. 
1. CAMPONOTUB BERICEUB (Fabricius). 
Formica sericea, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. 279, 9 ; Lepel. Hym. i. 
217, 24; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 31, 103; Jour. Linn. 
Soc. xi. (1867), 306, 54. . 
Fol'1nica aiwulenta, Latr. Hist ,, Nat. Fourm. 114, pl. 3, f. 9 ~. 
Lasitr,s sericeus, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 416, 4. 
Formica cinerascens, Jerd. (nee Fabr.) Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 
1851, 123. 
l?onnica obtiisa, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 30, 99. 
Oamponotiis sericeus, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1862, 675, 39; Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1802), 
231, 1; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 254, 161. . . 
Oamponotus opctcit•entl'is, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gea. 
Wien, 1878, 648 ~ (var.). 
Trincomalee. 
2. CA:MI'ON0TUS v ARIANS, Roger. 
Oamponotus varians, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, p. 138, 
10 ~; Forel,Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 232, 2. 
3. CAMP0N0TUS RETICULATUS, Roger. 
Oarnponotus reticulatiis, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 139, 11; , 
Forel, Jour. Bombay, Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 233, 7, & 431 
7, var. Fol'mica 1·eticulata, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 307, 61. 
Besides a variety of this species (0. latitans), Forel has described 
(l. c. p. 431) a. new race as Oaniponotus yerburyi. 
Kandy (Yerbury coll.). 
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\ 4. CAMPONOTUB BARBATUB, Roger. ; .·· 
· Cnmponotus barbatus R B I . Fore!, Jour. Bomb Nat 1i!~\ er ·.~n(t.1. Ze891tscbr. 1863, 138, 9 ?J 
Formica ba,·b t · S .' h · · oc .. Vil. 2), 233, 8. · · 
. a a, m1t. ' Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 306, 59. 
6. CA.MPONOTUB D0RYCUB (Smith). 
Pornucu., dorycus Smith J L' id. zi. (1867), 308, '35, ' our. mn. Soc. v. (1861), 96, 11 ~; 
l\rmponotus 1esquiped l' R 1 ~. a is, oger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 137 
. Camponotus dorycus "\Vr hto ' 
tii. (1892), ;:32, 12; Fo;el, idoe~ 23~· ltclr. Bomb. ~at. Hist. Soc. 
d. Mus. Civ. di St-or. Nat G ' , rac~. a. cai-in, Emery, Ann. 
. . enova, ser. 2, Vil. (1889), 512, 74). 
. . 6. C~MPONOTUB RUF0GLAUCUS (Jerdon). 
IL ~84or' mli.ca puhescens, Brulle ( nee l!'abr.), Hist. N at. II. Canar. 
. Formica ru.foglauca J d M d Smith, Cat. Hym. I~s. e;.'M a :· {~ur. Lit. & Sci: 1851; 124; 
(1867), 303, 11. · vi. • 53; J our. Luin. Soc. xi. 
M .R,4rn1ica (Gamponotus) micans, Ny!. Ann Sci 
~JG.~; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist: ~::: ;/
1ft:J• 
' 
Camponotus flavo-marginatus M V Ot111. Wien 1862 664 17 x ' ayr, erh. d. k.~k. zool.-bot. 
e, ' , , "' (var) 
,.,, amponr,tus redtenbacheri May~ . Verh d k k . 
n1en, 1862, 667, 25 ?J (va;,), ' · · ,- • zool.-bot. Ges. 
Camponotus rufoglau us I!' l J (1892), 237, 15. Emer~ An ores' o~r. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
lleneratagod; (Yerbm~ co;:). oc. nt. Fr. 1893, 252, 57. 
7. C~Ml'ONOTUB ANGUSTIC0LLIB (Jerdon). :rm~ an_gusticoll~, Jerd. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci 1851 120 
u·, 
4
r;:•ca gigas, S1mth (nee Latr.), Cat. Hym. I~s. B.' M. · vi. 
Formica ardens, Smith Cat H I . 
~rmica impetw_sa, S~ith, ca/;y:.\!·. ~ .. ~- l f, i6s2 ~63,
ampmotus prismaticus M V h d . v1. ' • 
Wien, 1862, 669, 30 ti . ' ayr, er · · k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. 
Camf.Onotus angusticoll' W h 8oc. Vii. 32, 10; Forel ·1demro~§/of2 ~o:r· Bomb. Nat. Hist. 
Fr. 1893, 250, 51. ' ' ' ' mery, Ann. Soc. Ent. 
. Binaduma (Yerbury coll.). 
8. CA~N~UB BIMo~r, Emery. 
•· · Camponotus ,imon · E A Cott&wa. . i, mery, nn. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893t 250, 51 ~ • 
26* 
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9. C.L'\lPONOTUS ALBIPES, Emery. 
Oamponotw, albipeR, Emery, Aun. Soc. Ent. :Fr.1893, 253, 60 ~. 
Kandy. 
10. CAMPONOTUS MACULATUB (Fabricius). 
F01·mica maculctta, Fabr. Spec. Ins. i. 491, 15 ; Ent. Syst. ii. 
356, 25; Syst. Piez. 403, 29; Oliv. Encycl. Meth. vi. 495, 22: 
Latr. Hist. Nat. J<'ourm. 283; Lepel. Hym. i. 215, 19; Smith, 
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 28, 96. • 
Formica r,-0gnata, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 35, 117. 
Oamponotu& maculatus, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gtt, 
,Vien, 1862, 654, 1; ,vroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 
vii. (1892), 30-32 ; Forel, idem, 240, 21 ; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent.. 
Fr. 1893, 251, 53. 
Forel includes under the above, which is typically an Afrie1U1 · 
species, a group of races of which the following have been re- · 
corded from Ceylon :-
11. CurPONOTUB coMPREssus (Fabricius ). 
Formica r,-0mpressa, Fabr. Mant. Ins. i. 307, 2 ~; Ent. Sy~t. ii. 
350, 2; Syst. Piez. 396, 2; Oliv. Encycl. Meth. vi. 491; 1'1t.r. 
Hist. Nat. Fourm. 111 ; Lepel. Hym. i. 214, 17; Smith, C11t. 
Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 13, 44 ~ 0 ; J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1807), 
303, 3. 
Formica indtfessa, Sykes, Trans. Ent. Soc. i. (1836), 10-I, 
pl. 13. f. 6. 
.Formica callicla, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 18, 64; Jour. 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 304, 19. . 
OamponotU& quadrilaterns, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1803, 
136, 6 ti. 
Oampoiiotus oompressus, Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hilt. 
• Soc. vii. (1892), 30, 1 ; Forel, idem, 240. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.). 
b. CillPONOTUB TAYLORI, Forel. 
Oaniponotus taylori, Forel, Jour. 
(1892), 241. 
Nuwara Eliya (Yerbury ooll.). 
c. CAMPONOTUS INFUSCUS, Forel. 
Camponotus infusciu, Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. Tit. 
(1892), 242; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 252, 56. 
Nuwara Eliya. 
cl. CAMPONOTUB MITIS (Smith). 
Formica mitis, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 20, 69 ~; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454 ; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. des Nat. Mose. 1863, ·11; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
304, 24. 
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.;~rmica timida, Jerd. (nee Forst.), Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851, 
~orm~ variega~a, S~ith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 19 68 ~ • 
ormica ventralts, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B M . 20 '70 Camnonot Ro • · • v1. , • C, r us a,g_n;1-tus, ger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863 137 8 ~ ~ mnponotus mitis, 'Wroughton Jour Bomb Nat H' 't S, . .' 80'>) 31 3 F 1 'd , . . . 1S • oc. vu. 2, 54 & 55.; ore ' I em, 242; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 
Trincomalee, Huldai_nulla. ( Yerbury wll. ). 
• F
0
ore~ ~ot~s ~our vaneties of C. miti,s from Ceylon :-
. mitis, Smit~ (sens. str.). 
C. b~us, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 21, 71. . 
~/i"ciikorax, Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1899) 
' mery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893 252 54 - ' 
0. dulcis Emery Ann d M Ci d, • S ' · · 
rii:(1889),' 511, 72. . . us. v. I tor. Nat. Genova, ser. 2, 
'· CAMPONOTUB THRA.so, Forel. 
Camponotw, thraso Forel J our 
(1892), 432. ' ' . 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.). 
Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
~:;. < w'Tft f~llowhing species, somewhat insufficiently described by 
. a er m t e ' Annals and Magazine of N t 1 H' t ' 
.;: . ~ries, ~ol. iv. (1859), pp. 370-375, and by ~~::houl~k 
01~ f~: 
. . . Bulletm de la Societe Imperiale des Ne.tu li t 'M y 
: ' pp. 11-14, are not noticed by either Forel 1:r ;~s;ry :osco\v, 1863, 
11. FoRMIOA LATEDROBA, Walker, 1. c. P· 371. 
12. ,, PA.NOENS, 371 



















PYllRHOCEPIULA, Motsch. 1. c. P· ll. 





Genus PoLYRACIIIB, Schuckard. 
20. PoLrnAoms SOIBSA (Roger). 
12. 
' Hnnioptica s~issa, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1862 240 1 1 
I. 12 ~, ti ; Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867) · 318' 1 . E p · • 
Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893 255 70 ' ' ' mery, 
!'T~lYJ~chis scissa, Forel: Jou~. B~mb. Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 
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21. POLYRACHIS ACULEATA, Mayr. , . 
P~lyrachia acuieata, Mnyr, Verb. d. k.-k. zoo[-bot. Ges. Wiea, i-' 
18i8, 657 ~ ; Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), ,.,•"' 
28, 2 ~ o, -
Trincomalee (Yerbury coll.). 
22. PoLYru.crus ARGENTEA, Mayr. 
'ti Polyrachis argenteus, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot, Gee. Wlm, ' 
1862, 682, 9 l;l; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 317, 113. . 
Polyrachis argentea, Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. ~. , 
vii. (1892), 37, 29; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 254, 66 9 ; • , · 
Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 34, 43 ~ 0 • 
·Kandy. 
23. PoLYRACHIS JERDONII, Forel. 
Polyracl1is jerdonii, Forel, Neujabrsblatt · der nnturf. 0ft. 
Zurich, 1893, 17 (footnote); Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. Tiii. 
(1893), 28, 4 ~ • 
Trincomalee (YerbuMJ coll.). 
24. PoLYRACHIS FRAUENFELDI, Ma.yr. 
Polyrachis frauenfelcli, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. 0& 
Wien, 1862, 687, 22 l;l ; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 317, 
120 ;_ Forel, Jour. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 28, 7. 
· 25. PoLYRACHIS THRINAX, Roger. 
Poly1·achis tlu-inax, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 152, 20 If I . , 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 316, 105; Wroughton, Jou,. 
Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 39, 35; Forel, idem, riii. · 
(1893), 28, 9 ~ 0 ; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 254, 63. 
Hinarub Goda ( Yerbury coll.). 
26. PoLYRACHIS CLYPEATA, Mo.yr. 
Polyrachis clypeatus, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wieo, · 
1862, 683, 12 ~ ; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 3li, 114. 
Polyrachi& 'clypeatci. Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc; riii. 
(1893), 29, 11; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, -254, 62. 
Colombo, Kandy. 
27. PoLYRAOHIS l'UNOTILLATA, Roger. 
Polyrachis punctillata, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 16!, . ,: 
30 ~ ~ ; Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 316, 106; Foret, '•.; 
_Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 29, 12. 
28. PoLYRACHIS CONVEXA, Roger. 
Polyrachis convexa, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 153, 31 g I 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 317, 107; Forel, Jour. Bomb. 
Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 29, 14. 
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29. PoLYRAOHIS MA.YRI, Roger. 
. . Poly,·?cM& relucena, Mayr (nee Latr.) Verh. d k k 
Ges. Wien, 1862, 685, 17. ' · ·• • zool.-bot. 
, 1:olyi·achis '"!ayri, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863 1 . 
. Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867) 318 123. W h' 98, 7' 
Bomb. Nat. Hist Soc Yii (l 899 • , rong. ton, Jour. (1893) 29 17. E. · A · -), 39, 37; Forel, idem, viii. 
' ' . ' mery, nu. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 255 69, 
Kanthala1 ( Ye1·bury coll.). ' 
· 30. POLYRACHIS YERBunn, Fore!. 
Polyrachis yerburyi, Forel Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ... (1893), 29 l;l ~, ' Vlli, 
Kandy ( Yerbury coll.). 
, ~I. P_OLYRAOHIS RASTELLATA (Latreille ). 
Formica ~aatellata, Latr. Hist. Nat. Fourm. 130 . 
Polyrachu rastellata, Smith C·it Hym Ins i l\.r • 5 Wroughton Jo B b N' · · · · · :i. v1. 9 5· F I 'd ' ... ur. om . at. Hist. Soc. Yii. (1892) 36 23: 2It al em, vm. (J893), 30, 21; Emery, Ann. Soc. Eut.'Fr. i893' 
~oly;achi-8 busi1-is! Smith, J~ur. Linn. Soc. v. (1861) 98 ' 
pl.~-f. 15 ;_ Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 315, 82. ' ' 7 ~' 
. 1 olyracliia rastellatus, Mayr V erh d k -k zoo! b t G w· I 862 688 23 s · ' · · · · · ·· 0 • es 1en 
~' •·. ; . m1th, Jou~. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 310, 5.. ' 
. 24~oly':'dchUJ e~1yalus, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1863) 16 
+ ; 1 em, x1. (1867), 316, 99. • , 
. Periyakulam ( Yerbury coll,). 
32. l'OLYRA.CHIS YPSILON, Emery. 
Polyrachis ypsilon, Emery, Ann . d. 
Genova, ser. 2, iv. (1887) 239 72 . Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 31, 24. ' ' 
33. PoLYRAOHis HJPPOMANEs, Smith. 
Mus. Civ. di Stor. Nat. 
Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. 
21 ~olyrj°l~ia fipf;m?'des,. Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. vi. (1862) 43 
Nat ilst ls . ..? 1(18;3· (1867), 315, 76; J<'orel, Jour. B~mb: 
1893 254. 67oc. vm. ), 31, 26; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 
' ' . 
Kan·dy, Cotta.wa, 
The subspecies found in Ceylon is P. ceylonensis, Emery. 
34. PoLYRACHIS CEDil'us, Forel. 
Polyrachis O!dipus, Fore!, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc 
(1893), 31, 29 l;l; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 255 68 · viii. 
Kandy (Yer.bury coll.). ' · 
. · 35. POLYRAOHIS RUFICAl'RA, Roger. 
Polymchis rujicap1•a; Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1963 154 




I ', ; 
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[Mnr.17, 
32 ~ ~ ; Smith, Jo~u·. Linn. -~oc. xi. (1867), 317, 109; Fore!, 
Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vm. (1893), 33, 36. . 
36. PoLYRACHlS I:llPLEX, Mayr. . 
. . M y h d k -k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
Polyrachis simplex, l aJyr, eBr • b. N~t Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 
1862, 682, 11 ~ ; Fore ' our. om . . 
34, 39 ~ ·,. . . . Mayr Verb d k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, Polyr<tc iis apin1ge1, . , • · 
1878, 653 ~ o · 1 t J Bomb Nat. Hist. Soc. Polyrachis spinig era, Wrou~ l ons, ouEr.t F i893 254 65. 
vii. (1892), 37, 30; Emery, Ann. oc. n , r. ' ' 
Trincomnlee (Yerbury coll.); Kandy. 
87 PoLYRACHIB DIVES, Smith. . 
. . . S 'th C t Hym Ins B. M. vi. 68, 10 ~ 'pl.1Y. 
Pol11rachis dwu, mi ' a · ·1 · b t' G Wi'en 1862 682 ·' ,.,.. v h d k k zoo - o . es. , , , f. 82, 33; m.ayr. Le: · ·s .- · , (1867) 311 10. Wrougbton, 10 S ith Jour mn. oc. x1. ' ' ' l 'd ... ; mB 'b Nnt. Hist . Soc vii. (1892), 36, 28 ; lfore ' 1 em, vm •. 
,Tour. om . .. • · · 
(1893), 34, 41. 
Hot wells, Kandy (Yerbury coll.). 
38. PoLYRACRIS EXERCITA (Walker). 
Formica exercita, Walk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, iv. 
(1859), 37~. .1 Smith J our Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 818, 125. Polyrachis exerci a, , · 
39 PoLYRACHIS ILLAUDATUB, Walker. . . 
• Walk A n & Mag Nat. Hist. ser. 3, 1v. 
Polyrachis illa~datua, . · n · • (1867) 318 124. (1859), 373; Smith, Jo~r. Lmn. Soc. x1. ' , 
4o. PoLYll.ACHIS NIGER, Mayr. , 
. M V h d k -k zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
Polyrachia niger, . ayrJ, erL.. • s~ ·xi (1867) 317 115. · 
1862, 683, 13 ~ ; Snnth, our. mn. . • , , 
Genus (EcoPlJTLLA, Smith. 
41. CEcoPHYLLA BMARAGDINA (Fabricius). . 
. F b S Ins i 488 2~ • Mant. 1. 307, 
Formica ama~~gdina, ~ r. sle~iez 397, 4\. L~tr. Hist. Nat. 
3 • Ent. Syst. 11• 350, 3 ' Sy · 1 H · 218 25 • Smith Cat. F~urm. 176, plM. iii. _f. J:; J~PWal/1;~~~- N~t. Hist. C~ylon, 
Hym. Ins. B. • vi. , ' 
ch. xii. 454. . E t 392 9 ~ . Spec. Ins. i. 490, Formica virucens, Fabr. Syst. nS. t !. 355 23. Smith Cat. 
13; Mant. Ins. i. 308, 16; E1;1:~: ys • u. , ' ' 
H . Ins. B. M. vi. 29, 97, pl. m. 24-27. 
~rmica longinoda, Latr. Hist._Nat. Fourm. 184 ~. . 
Lasim virescens, Fa~r. Syst. P1ez. 4Zol 7 is_., 202 Atlas t. 8. ff. 1, 
Formica macra, Guer. Voy. Coq.-, o. n. ' ' 
1 a, 1 b. 
HYMF.NOl"l'ERA OFCEYLON, 
Formica zonata, Guer. Voy. Coq., Zool. ii. 205 ~. 
Pbrmica viridis, Kirby, Trans. Linn. Soc. xii. 477 ~. 
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<Ecophylla smcwa_gdina, Smith, ,Tour. Linn. Soc. v. (1861), 102, 
1; Mnyr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1862, 695, 1; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 319, 1; \Vroughton, Jour. 
Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 39, 41 ; Fore!, idem, viii. (1893), 
-400; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 250. 
. <Ecopliylla virescens, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
' 1862, 695, 2. 
Trincomalee (Yerbur1J coll.); Pundaloya (G1·een coll.); Kandy; 
Qilombo; Nawalapitiya . 
Fabricius's ' Systema Entomologire, sistens Insectorum Classes, 
Ordines, Genera, Species etc.,' in which the nnme " virear.em" for 
the African species is published, bears date 1775 ; his 'Species 
lmectorum,' in which the Asiatic species is described as " smarag-
1lir111," is dated 1781, so that ns the African and Asiat.ic species 
are now considered identical, the nnme " vire,cens" has priority; 
but u our Indian red ant is so well known under the name 
.. ,maragdina,'' it has been considered, apparently by both Fore! 
and Emery, not advisable to change the specific denomination. 
Genus PnENOLEPIS, Mayr. 
◄2. PRENOLEPIB LONGICORNIS (Latreille). 
Formica longicornia, Latr. Hist. Nat.. Fourm.113 ~; Smith, Cat. 
llym. Ins. B. M. vi. 31, 104. 
Formica vagana, Jerd. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851, 124 ~ ~; 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, xiii. (1854), 106, 39 ; Smith, Cat. 
Hyrn. Ins. B. M. vi. 17, 59; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 303, 15. 
Formica gracileacens, Nyl. Ann . Sci. Nat. v. (1856), 73. 
Tapinomc, gracilescena, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 56, 4. 
Paratrtchina vagabunda, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 
1863, 13; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 309. 
. Pr,nolepis gracilesrens, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. 
Wien, 1862, 698, 4 (Novara Exp. Ceylon). 
Prtnolepis longicornis, Fore!, Jour. Bomb. Nat . Hist. Soc. viii. 
(1893), 408, 1 ~ o; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 250, 49. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.) ; Galle ; Colombo. 
48. PRENOLEPIB lERBURYI, Fore!. 
Pre11olepi11 yerburyi, Fore!, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist.. Soc. vm. 
(1893), 409, 3 ~ ~; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 250, 50. 
Nuwara Eliya (Yerbury coll.). 
44. PnENOLEPIS INDICA, Forel. 
Prenolepia indicci, Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 
\ ,t09, 4~ o. 
' Trincomalee (Yerbury coll.). 
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Genus AcANTHOLEPIS, Mayr. 
45. AcANTHOLEPIS CAPENSIS, Mayr. 
Ar,a,ntholepis capensis, Mayr, Verb. cl. k~k. 
Wien, 1862, 699, 1 ~; Fore], Jour. Bomb. Nat. 
(1893), 414, 2. 
46. AcANTHOLEPIS LUNARIS, Emery. 
[Mar, 17, 
zool.-bot. Ges. 
Hist. Soc. viii. 
Acantliol epis lunaris, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. :Fr. li93, 250, 47 ~, 
Colombo. 
Genus PLAGIOLEPIS, Mayr. 
47. PLAGIOLEPIS LONGIPES (Jerdon). 
. Formica longipe, Jerd, Mndr. Jour. Lit. & Sci, 1851, 122; 
Smith, Cat. Hym. 'ms. B. M. vi. 19, 67; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 
1867, 304, 22. B M · 27 92 o · Formica trifasciata, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ina. • • v1. , "' ; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 306, 46. . . . . 
Prenolepis grae.ilipes, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien,_ 
1862, 698, 5. . H' s .... 
Plagiolepis longipes, Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. 1st. oc. nu. 
(1893), 415, 1 ; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 250, 46. 
Kandy ; Galle; Matalle. 
48. PLAGIOLEPIB PISSINA, Roger. 
Plagiolepis pissina, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 162, 45 ~; 
Smith, Jour. Liun. Soc. xi. (1867), 318, 1; Forel, Jour. Bomb. 
Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 417, 5, · 
Genus ACll.oPYGA, Roger, 
49; ACROPYGA CUTIVENTRIS, Roger. 
Acropyga acutiventris, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 243 ~ ti; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 319, 1; Fore}, Jour. Bomb, 
Nat. Hist. Soc. viii. (1893), 418. . 
Plagiolepis jlava, Mayr, Verb. d. k.,-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1862, 699, 1 ~ o. 
Anavadhupur (;Yerbm·y coll.). 
Genus ANEURETUS, Emery. 
50. ANEURETUS SIMONI, Emery. . 
Aneuretus simoni, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 242, 4 ti; - . 
Forel, Jour, Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ix. (1894), 462 ~. · · " 
Genus DoLICHODEnus, Sund. 
·51. DoLICHODERUS TAPROBANE (Smith). 
Formica taprobanre, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 13, .43 ~ J 
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Walk.-Tenn; Nat. Histi Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. 1863, 11; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 303, 2, 
Hypo~linea grctcil~1es, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
(1879), 658 ~ . 
Dolichoderus taprobanre, Fore!, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ix. 
(1894), 466, 8. 
Trincomalee ( Y erbury coll.). 
52. DoLICHODERus GRACILIS (Motschoulsky). 
Hypoclinea gracilis, l\fotsch. Bull. Soc, Imp. d. Nat. Mose, 
1863, 14 !;1. 
Dolichodertt11 gracilis, Emery, Ann'. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 249, 42. 
Genus TECJINOMYR.MEX, Mayr • 
53. TEOHNOIDRMEX ALBIPEB (Smith). 
· Tapinoma albipe,, Smith, Jour. Linn, Soc. vi. (1862), 38, 9 !;1 ; 
id. xi. (1867), 310, 6. 
Tapinoma albitane, Motsch. Bnll. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose, 
1863, 14; Smith, Jour . Linn, Soc. xi. (1867), 310, 7. 
Tapinoma nigrum, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
703, 1, !;1 ~ . 
Technomy,-me:c albipes, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 249, 44; 
FQrel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ix. (1894), 466, 1 ~. 
Trincomalee ( Y erbw·y coll.), 
54. TECHNOMYRMEX DICOLOR~ Emery. 
Technomyrmex bicolor, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 249, 
45 !;1 ; Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ix. (1894), 467. 
Genus InIDOMYRMEX, Mayr. 
. 55. lRIDOMYRMEX ANCEPB (Roger). 
, Formica ancepa, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 164, 50 !;1 ; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 307, 64. 
Iridomyrme.1:. anceps, Forel , Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ix. 
(1894), 469, 4. 
Genus BoTHRIOMYRMEx, mery. 
56. BOTHRIOMYRMEX ,WROUGHTONII, Forel. 
. Bothriomyrmex ,wroughtonii, Forel; Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 
ix. (1894), 470, 1 ~ ~ o. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbui-y coll.). 
Genus TAPINOMA, Foerst. 
57. TAPINOMA MELANOCEPHALUM (Fabricius). 
, Formica m~lanocephala, Fnbr. Ent . Syst. ii. 353, 13; ~tr. Hist. 
Nat. Fourm. 269; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins, B. M. Yi. 46, 152. . 
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Formica nana, Jerd. (nee Smith), Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. (1851), 
125; Ann. & Mag. Nn.t. Hist. ser. 2, xiii. (1854), 108, 44; Smith, 
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 15, 52; ,Tour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
303, 10. 
My,-mica pellucida, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 124, 41 t1 ; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 324, 2. , 
Formica.familiaris, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. v. (1861), 68, 4 ~; 
id. xi. (1867), 307, 76. . 
Tapinoma melanocephitlttm, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 
249, 43; Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. ix. (1894), 472, I. 
Trincomnlee ( YerbunJ coll.). 
The followiug species recorded from Ceylon hns not as yet been 
noticed by Forel (loc. cit.):-
58. TAPINOMA P (Fon:MICA ?) ouscuRANS, Walk. Ann. & Mag. 
Nat. Hist. ser. 3, iv. (1859), 372. 
Genus OnoNTOMACHUB, Lntreille. 
59. OnoNTOMACRUS HE:MATODES (Linnams). 
Formica hamatodu, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 965, 17 t,1 ; Fabr. Ent. 
Syst. ii. 364, 29_; Latr. Hist. Nat.1:?.urm. 192. 
Formica maxillo,a, De Geer, Ins. m. 601, pl. 31. ff. 3, 4, 5 ~ .. 
Myrmica unispino,a, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 359, 39. 
Myrmecia lwmiatodes, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 425, 7. 
M1rrmecia unispinosa, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 423, 1. 
Vclontomachm hamiatodes, Latr. Gen. Crust. et Ins, iv. 128 t1 ; 
Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. vi. 76, 1; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. 
Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 51, 74; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 
243, 15. . Odontomachm ,imillimm, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ina, B. M. vi. 80, 
11 ~; W11,lk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, c~. xii. 454; ~fotsch. Bul!, 
Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 15; Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. 11. 
(1867), 319, 4. 
Colombo (Yerbury coll.); Kandy, Nuwara Eliya. 
Genus A.NOCRE'l'UB, Mayr. 
60. A.NOCRETUB YERBU11YI, Forel (MS.). 
Anochetu, yerburyi, Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Boe. 
vii. (1892), 53, 79. 
Genus BoTHR0PONERA, Mayr. 
61. BoTHR0PONERA. RUFIPES (J"erdon). 
Ponera rufipes, Jerd. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851, 1;0. 
Pachychondila rujipes, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi.106,4 t1. 
Trincomalee (Yerbury coll.); Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
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62. BoTHROPONERA TEBSERINODA (Emery). 
1 
sf:~rt '::;1~ 1';:a, Emery, Ann. d. Mus. Civ. di Stor. Nat. Genova, . 
661 E
, , ayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1879 
; mery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893 242 6 ' ' , ' . 
Trincomalee (Yerbury coll.); Kandy. 
Genus DrACAMMA, Mayr. 
63. DIAOAMMA VAGANB (Smith). 
Ponera vagans~ Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. v. (1861) 103 3. 'd · 
(186!), 323, 42; Roger, Berl. ent. Zeit-schr. 1860, 304, 29; ~ · xi. 
rDiaclimma vagan,, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 16, 482 • 
\\ roughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892) 54 86 ' 
Haycock Hill (Yei·bw·y coll.). ' • 
64. Duourn.&. GEOMETRICA (Smith). 
Poner_a geometrWfL, Smith, Cat. Hyru. Ins. B. M. vi. 86 14 t,1 • 
Jour: Lmn. Soc. x1. (1867), 321, 11. ' ' 
Dr.:icamma geometr~a, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1860, 301, 26. 
Daacamma geometnciim, Emery Ann. Soc. Ent Fr 1893 242 5 
Colombo. ' • · ' ' • 
Genus PoNERA, Latreille. 
65. PoNERA. (Srsou) TYPHLA (Roger). 
Sy,cia typ1ua, Ro~er, Berl. en~. Zeitschr. 1860, 20, 75 ~, 
Ponera typhla, Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 322, 25. 
66. PoNERA (MYIOPIAB) A.MBLYOPB (Roger). 
Myopias ambliop,, R~ger, Berl. e_nt. Zeitschr. 1860, 39, 120 r,1 •
Pon.era amblyops, Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 322, 26. 
67. PoNERA. (LEPTOGENYS) FALCIGERA (Roger). 
Leptogeny, :[alcigera,. R.oger, Ber~. ent. Zeitschr. 1860, 42, 122 t,1. 
Po~ra fakigera, Smith, J our. Lmn! Soc. :ri. (1867), 322, 27. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.), 
68. PoNER.&. EXUNDANS (Walker). 
Formica exundans, Walk. A?n· & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, iv. 
(1859), 371 o; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454:; Motsch. 
Dull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 11. 
Ponera exudans, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 323, 51. 
69. PoNERA MERITANB (Walker). 
. Formica nieritans, ·walk. Ann. & Mag Nat Hist ser 3 1·v (1859), 371 c:L • . . • ' • 
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70. PoNERA ARANEOIDES, Le Guillou. 
Po11era m·aneoides, Le Guillou, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. x. (1841), 
317, 13; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 323, 50. 
Ectcttomma rugosa, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. iii. (1859), 143, 
1 ~ c:L 
71. PoNERA coxALIS, Smith. 
Ponera rugosa, Smith (nee Le Guillon), Cat. Hym .• Ins. B. M. 
vi. 88, 20 ~. · . 
. Ponem co.valis, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1860, 308, 43 ~; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 321, 17. 
72. PoNERA LUTEIPES, Mayr. 
Ponei·a luteipes, Mayr, Verb •. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 
(1862), 722, 4 ~ ~; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 242, 8. 
Kandy (Yerbiiry coll.). 
73. PoNERA MELANARIA, Emery. 
Ponera melanaria, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 260 
(footnote); id. ibid. 242, 7. 
Colombo. 
74. PONERA PUNCTATISSIMA, Roger. 
Ponera punctatissima, Roger, Berl. e,1;1t, Zeit!chr. 1859, 246; 
Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot.. Ges. 'Wien, 1818, 663; Emery, 
Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 242, 9. 
Ponera simillima, Smith, Jonr. Linn. Soc. v. (1861), 104; 5 U. 
Kandy. 
75. PoNERA GLEADOWI, Fore! (MS.). 
Ponti·a gleadowi, Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
(1892), 55, 91 ; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 242, 10. 
1.!atale. 
Genus DREPANOGNATHUS, mith. 
76. DREPANOGNATHUS CRUENTATUS, mith. 
Drepaiwgnathus crumtatus, Smith, Cat. Hym. 
82, 2. 
Harpegnathus cruentatus, Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. 
Soc. vii. (1892), 56, 93. · 
Kandy road (Ye,·bury coll.). 
Genus LoDOPELTA, Mayr. 
77. LoDOPELTA DIMINUTA (Smith). 
Ponera diminuta, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 89, 23; Jour, 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 321, 21. . 
Lobopelta diminuta, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k, zool.~bot., Ges. Wien, 
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·18R3. 734, 1; Wroughton, ,Tour. Bomb. N,~t. H1'st S 
(1802) 58 '" . oc. 
. • , , 96; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 243, 13. 
Kandy ( Yerbm·y coll.). 
Vll. 
.. _, •. "78. LODOPELTA. CHINENSIS, Mayr. 
., · f:obopelta· chinensis, Mayr. Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. 'Wien, 
18,0, 0~5 ~; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
(1802), o7, 95; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr . 1893, 242, 11. 
Ancl,mkubam (Y~rbury coll.). 
i9. LonoPELTA YERBURYI, Fore!. 
Lol,opelta yerbiwyi (Fore] in MS. teste Wroughton, Jour. 
Domb.-Nat; Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 58, 98). 
Kandy road (Yerbury coll.). 
80. LonOPELTA OOELLIFERA (Roger). 
~nifera ocellifem, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1861, 13 ~; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 322, 24. 
; Lobopelta ocellifera, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, Verz. 
~.:ar:1\-f att. u. Art. 19, 535 ; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 
l.obopelta distinguenda, Emery, Ann. d. Mns. di Civ. St-0r. Nat. 
Oeoorn, ser . 2, v. (1887-88), 430, 127 ~. 
Kandy, Trincomalee (Yerbttry coll.). 
_, ~:$,,), • 
.:.~> 81. LonoPELTA PEUQUETI, Andre. 
.;·V, Lcbnpelta peuqueti, Andre, Rev. Ent. v1. (1887), 292; Emery, 
, . . :1Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 243, 15. 
. ' .. Kandy • . 
:\{ Genus MYOPOPONE, Roger. 
.i;; 8:! • .MYOPOPONE MACULATA, Roger. 
"'· · Jlyopopo1u maculata, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1861, 52 t;t ~ ; 
.Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 240, 1. . 
Cottawa. 
~- Genus CENTROMYRMEX, Mayr. 
83. 0.mrTRO.MYRMEX FEA'J (Emery). 
·' Spalaecmyrme.v /ea, Emery, Ann. d. Mus. Civ. di Stor. Nat. 
• ~o;~ ser. 2, m. (1889 ), 491 7 U; Aun. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 
Peradeniya (Yerbury coll.); Kandy. 
Genu·s OocEREA, Roger. 
84. OOCER./EA FRAGOSA, Roger. 
• OowCM f:ragosa, · Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1862, 249 t · 
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Genus CRYPTOPONE, mery. 
85. CRYPTOPONE TESTACEA (l\fotschoulsky). _ 
Ambly<>pone tutacea, l\fotst'h. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Moec. 
1863, 15 ~; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867) 324, 2. 
Oryptopone testaaa, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 240, 3 ~ • 
Nawalapitiya. 
G~nus DoRYLUB, Shuckard. 
86. DoRYLUB OURTSII, Shuckard. 
Typldopone cu1·tsii, Shuck. Ann. & Mag. Na~. Hist. ser. 1, ,. 
(1840), 265 t1; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v1. 112, 11; Walk. 
Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. 
:Nat. Mose. 1863, 15. 
87. DoRYLUS oRIENTALlB, Westwood. 
Dorylus orientali8, Westw. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1835, 72; Shuck. 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 1, v. (1840), 32~_, 7; Westw. ~ 
Ent. i. 80, 7 ; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vu. 3, 8; J our. Lmn. 
Soc. xi. (1867), 335, 2. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
Genus £NICTUB, Shuckard. 
88. £NIOTUB POROZONOIDES, Walker. 
&ni-ctus poroumoides, Walk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, "• 
(1860), 306 0 ; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. :xii. 454; Smith, Jour. 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 336, 5. 
89. £NICTUB CEYLONIOUB (Mayr). 
Typh1,atta ceylonica, Mayr, Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. d. Wissensch. 
1866, 22 t1. 
90. £NIOTUB BENGA.LEN818 (Mayr). 
Typhlatta bengalensis, Mn.yr, Verh. d. k.-k. z~ol.-bot. <J:~s. Wien, 
1878, 669 ~; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vu. (1892), 
177, 115. 
Colombo (Rotlmey coll.). 
Genus CATA.ULA.OUB, Smith. 
91. CATA.ULA.OUS TA.PROBA.N.iE, Smith. 
Oataulacus taprobana, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc: ser. 2, ii. (1853), 
225, l, pl. xx. f. 10 ~; Cat. Hym. Ins. B. 1\1. v1. 195, 1; Walk. 
Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ~h. xii. 454 ;_ Motsch. ~ull. Soc. Imp. d. 
Nat. Mose. 1863, 21; Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. x1. (1867), 335, 4; 
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Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 178, 122; 
Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 248, 38. 
Colombo (Rothney coll.); Belangoda (Yerbury coll.); Pundaloya 
(Gree" coll.); Kandy. 
02. CATA.ULA.OUB SIMONI, Emery. 
Cata11lacus imoni, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 248, 39 ~. 
Kandy, Colombo. . · 
Genus MERANOPLUB, Smith. 
98. 1ifERA.NOPLUB BICOLOR (Guerin). 
Oryptocerw bicolor, Guer. Icon. Reg. Anim. 425. 
J/er,111oplus bicolor, Smith, 'fr~ns. Ent. Soc. ser. 2, ii. (1853), 
!!?-1, 1; Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 193, 2; Jour. Linn. ·Soc. xi. 
(186i), 334, 4; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
(1892), 179,123; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 248, 37. 
• · · Me~11.op~Ull villosus, l\fotsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mosc.1859, 
115; 1d. 1b1d. 1863, 21. 
Jleranoplus dimicans, Walk. Ann. & l\Iag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3 iv. 
(l~O), 375. · . ' 
Kandy (Yerbury coll.); Galle; Colombo; Cottawa. 
Genus HoLCOMYRMEX, Mayr. 
• 84. HoLOOMYRMEX ORINICEPB, Mayr. 
· lfokmn.vrr,iex criniceps, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. 
Wien, 1878, 672 t1; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
(1892), 181, 126. 
Trincomalee (Yerbury coll.). 
Genus MYRMIOARIA, Saunders. 
05. MYRMIOARIA s.u110ARINA.TA (Smith). 
,-. , lftptacondylus subcarinata, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 
13, 2; Cn.t. Hym. Ins . . B. M . vi. 142, 1; Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. 
91)()1.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1863, 756, 3. 
, .1fyrmicaria subcarinata, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc, xi. (1867), 330, 
4; \\rroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 183, 134. 
Kancly (Yerbury coll.). 
96. l\fYRMIOARIA :i,RUNNEA, Saunders. 
,, . \ 
Jlyrmica,·ia brunnea, Saund. Trans. Ent. Soc. iii. (1841) 57 
pl.,. f. 2 o; Smith, Cat. H ym. Ins. B. l\f. vi. 141, 1, pl. x. ff. 6, 
'• 8; Mn.yr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1863, 757, 1. 
07. l\fYRMICARIA. FODIENB (Jerdon). 
.1fyr111~caf.odien!, Jard. Ann. & Mag . Nat. Hist. 1854, xiii. p. 55. 
~V,ymucariafodiens; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 249, 41. 
Kandy. 
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Genus TETRA.M0RIUM, Mayr. 
98. TETRA.M0RIOM TRA.NSYERSARIUM, Roger. 
1'eti-amorium ti-ansuersariiwi, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 
181, 73 ~; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 246, 31. 
Nuwara. Eliya. 
99. TETRA.M0RIUM l'A.Cil'ICUM, Ma.yr. 
Tetra.morittm par.i.ficum, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.:,bot. Gi!s. 
Wien, 1870, 38 l;! ~; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 246, 32. 
Colombo, Kandy. 
100. TETRA.M0RIUM (XIPHOMYRMEX) TORTUOSUM, Roger. 
Tetramo1·iti1n to1·tu.osum, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. _ 1863, 181, 
72 l;! ~; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 246, 33. 
Kandy ( Yerbury coll.). 
101. TETRAM0RIUM (XIPIIOM1.'RMEX) PILOSUM, Emery. 
Tetramorium (Xiphomy1•mex) pilosum, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. • · 
1893, 247, 34 l;!. 
Kandy. 
Genus MON0M0RIUM, Mayr. 
102. 1\foNoM0RIUM VASTA.TOR (Smith). 
My1·mica vastator, Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 71, 3 ~; 
icl. ibid. xi. (1867), 325, 4. · 
1llonomo1•ium vastator, Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc, 
vii. (1892), 186, 143. 
Trincoma.lee ( Yerbury coll.). 
103. MoN0M0RIUM SPECULA.RE, Mayr. 
Monomorium speculai·e, Mayr, 'Sitz. d. k. Akad. Wissen. 1806, 
26 l;! ; W rough ton, J our. Bomb. N a.t. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 187, 149. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.). 
104. MoNoM0RIUM GLYCIPHILUM (Smith). 
M.vrmica glyciphila! Smith, Cat. Hy~. Ins. B. M. vi. 125, 45 ~; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Cevlon, ch. xn. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 15; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
327, 39. 
Monomorium glyciphilum, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 
.Verz. Form.-Gatt. u. Art. 32, 876. 
105. MoN0:M0RIUM DESTRUCTOR (Jerdon). . 
Atta desti-uctor, Jerd. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851, 105 ~; 
Roger, 'Berl. ent. Zeitschr, 1863, Verz. Forro.-Ga.tt. u. Art. 34, 
971. 
Monomorium destructor, Emery, Ann, Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 243, 
Colombo. 
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- 106. l\foNOMORIU:M LA.TIN0DE, Mayr. 
Monomorium latinode Mayr Ann d M c· . Oenom, ser. ii. (1872)' 152 54 ><: E. 
1 
us. iv. d1 Stor. Nat. 
J893, 243, 19. ' ' "' ' mery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 
Kandy • . 
_ Genus LoPHOMYRMEX, Emery. 
107. LoPJIO~MEX QUADRISPIN0SUS (Jerdon). 11f'°tnui tristnosa, _Jerd. J\fadr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851 . l'h ·/1,"- 9:g .. at. Hist. ser. 2, xiii. (1854) 52 . · ' 
tlf o e quadrispinosa, Smith Cat H I B M . 
Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863 V~r/;· ns. G .tt . VI. 174, 9; 
8-fl; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 'c1867). 3~~m7- a . u. Art. 31, 
lApl,omyrnie.1: quad · · E ' ' · 943 20 rispinosus, mery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893 
, . ' 
· Kandy. 
_ . Genus TRIGLYPHOTHRIX, .Forel. 
.! 108, TniGLYl'HOTimIX WALSIII, Forel. 
Triglyphothri.1: walshi, Forel, Jour. Bomb. Nat Hist . 
(lSOO), 39~ .~ ~; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893 · 248 3:oc. v. 
. Nawalnp1tiya. ' ' · · 
. . :' lOO, TRI~LYl'HOTH~ 0BESUM (Andre). . . 
~:~monum.obesum, Andre, Rev. Ent. vi. (1887), 294 
Kan
gdypl,otlirix obesum, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893 248 34 
y. . - ' , 
Genus AoA.NTHOMYRMEx, Emery. 
110. ACANTHOMYR:MEX LUCIOLE, Emery. 
_, .A;,nthomyrm.ex luciolre, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 245, 
.Kandy. 
. Genus SoLENOPsrs, West wood. 
., .. 111. SoL~OPSIS GEMINATA (Fabricius). tr g~inata, :i;:a.br. ~yst. Piez. 423, 6. 
ri. st;i!m mandzbularis, Westw. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1841, 
t,'(:,;lyI?ta:e\Smith, C9:t. Hym. In~. B. M. vi. 169, 30. . 
n.u . 1)8t8(1867p alotes, Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. iii. (1859) 149 .. d 
IUIU. Xl. ) 333 ] , , l • Solm . ' . ' .. 
• 'W :ris jeminata, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr . . 1862 289 . 
, , .:ryng Aonnn, Sour.EBtomFrb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 189 160 '. 
~ •• , I • OC, n • • 1893, 243, 23, . 1 J 
; Kandy (Yerbury coll.); Colombo. 
I . 
I . , 
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Genus STRU?iIIGENYB, Smith. 
112. STRUMIGENYB LYROESSA (Roger). 
Labidogenys lyroessa, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1862, 251, pl, L 
f. 17 a ~; Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 334, 1. . 
113. STRUMIGENYB GODEFFROYI, Mayr. 
Strumigenys godejfroyi, Mayr, Sitz. d. k. Akad. Wiesen. 18R6, 
33 ~; Emery, Ann, Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 249, 40. 
Kandy. 
Genus PHEIDOLOGETON, Mayr. 
114. PHEIDOLOGETON DIVERSUS (Jerdon). 
<Ecodoma cliversa, Jer<l. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851, 109; 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, xiii. (185-!), 51, 11_. .· 
Pheidole diversa, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. _v1. 174, 6; Jour •. 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 331, 4. . 
Plteidologeton cli-uel'Sus, Roger, Berl. ent. Ze1tscbr. 1863, Ven. 
Form.-Gatt. u. Art. 30, 820; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1803, 
249, 21. 
Colombo; Ratgama-Kellei. 
115. PHEIDOLOGETON LAll0RIOsus (Smith). 
Solenopsis labo,-iosa, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. vi. (1862), 48, 2 ~; 
id. xi. ( 1867), 333, 3. 
Pheicwlogeton l,aboriosus, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gee. 
Wien, 1863, 750, 2; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc._ 
vii. (1892), 190, 163. 
Kandy ( Yerbm-y coll.). 
116. PHEIDOLOGETON NANUS (Roger). 
Pheidole nanus, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 191, 84_ \1 "; ~. 
Pheiclologeton nanus, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1862, 442; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 249, 22, 
Kandy. 
117. PREIDOLOGET0N BILENUB (Smith), 
Pheiclole silenm, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 176, 14 ~; -: 
J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 332, 12. · ·, 
Pheidologeton sil enus, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot . Ges. Wien, °" 
1863, 103, 3 (' Novara' -expedition). -" ; 
118. PHEID0LOGETON TAPRODANE (Smith). 
Pheidole tap1·oba11a, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 175, 12 2 f t 
Walk. 'l'enn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. ' 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 21 ; Smit,h, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1807). 
3:.H, 10. - _ . 
Ph eidologeton taprobana, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr.1863, Ven. 
Form.-Gatt. u. Art. 30, 823. . 
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Genus PHEIDOLE, Westwood. 
, ' 119. PIIEIDOLE INDIOA, Mayr. 
421 
- . · l'Md~le indica, Mayr. Verb. d. k.-lr. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, : .,_ ~~~i:7.9; Wroughton, J our. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 
Daddegama. ( YerbunJ coll.). 
120. PnEIDOLE RUGOSA, Smith. 
P1ieiclole rU{losa, S~ith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 175, 13 ~ ; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 1.;f,· li.Na.t. Mose. 1863, 21; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
Kandy (Yerbury coll.). 
121. PHEIDOLE J'ANUB, Smith. 
.· P~eidou Janus, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 175, 11 \1 , 
.. pL ix. ff. 13-17; Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch, xii. 454; 
Mottch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863 21 • Smith Jour 
, Unn. Soc. xi. (1867), 321, 9. ' ' ' • 
. . 122. PliEIDOLE BULCATIOEPS, Roger. 
. 
Plieidole sulcaticeps, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863 193 
8S ~ ~ o; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867) 332 95 • 'Mayr' 
Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1879, 675. ' ' - ' ' 
··.: 123. PnEIDOLE wooD-MABONI, Fore!. 
,~ P1iridole wood-masoni, Fore!, Jour. Asiat. Soc. Beng. liv. (1887), 
. pt. 2, 180, 22; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. 
_(1892), 195,185; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr . 1893, 243, 28, 
:! Haragam near Kandy ( Yerbury coll.) ; Ma.tale, 
~ 
, , 124. PHEIDOLE LATINODA, Roger. _ 
· P1ieidole latinoda, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863 195 86 ti , 
, Bmith, Jour. Lin~. Soc. xi. (1867), 332, 26; Mayr, 1lerh. d. k.-k: 
IOOl.-bot, G~. Wien, 1879, 675; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. 
Hilt. Soc. vu. (1892), 191,164; Emery, Ann Soc Ent. Fr 1893 
· M3,27. - . . . ' ' 
· ·Colombo. 
. ,, 125. PliEIDOLE DIDITA (Walker). 
. .A~ta didita, Wal~. Ann. & Mag. ~at. Hist. s~r. 3, iv. (1859), 
875, Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xu. 454 · Smith Jour Linn 
8oc. xi. (1807), 333, 28. ' ' • • 
126. PHEIDOLE MEGAOEPHALA (Fabricius ). 
Formica megacephala, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 361, 47; Latr. Hist. 
Nat. Fourm. 232, t. 10. f. 67; Coqueb. Illustr. i. t. vi. f. 9. 
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M·ip·mica trinnclis, T,os. Mom. Accn.d. Sci. Torino, 1834, t. 37,327 . .-. ·
Myrmica lceuigatci, Smith, Cat. llym. Ins. ~- _M. vi. 12~: 30: 
Pheidole mega.cepluila, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 18G3, Ve~ 
Form.-Gatt. u. Art. 30, . 829; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1803, 
243, 26'. . . 
, Colombo,'Kandy. 
127. PHEIDOLE PRONOTALIB, : 'orel, MS. 
Pheiclole pronotalis, Emery, An~. Soc. Ent. :B'r, 244, 29. 
Kandy, Nuwara Eliya; Hakgala (Yerbury coll.). 
128. PKEIDOLE CEYLONICA. (Motschoulsky). 
· Orcothophora ceylonica, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat_. 1\loec. 
1863, 18; Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (18~7), 333, 29. . 
N uwara Eli ya. 
. Genus • CnEMABTOGABTEn, Lu d. 
129. Cn,EMASTOGABTER RANSO?i:NETI, Mayr. 
01·e:-::astogaster i·ansonneti, Ma.yr, Verb. d. k.-k. zo~l.-bot. 0~ 
Wien, 1868, 287; vVrougbton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. SJc, n1. 
(1892), 196, 192; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 243, 2o. 
Nuwara Eliya (Yerbui·y coll.). 
130. l,11EMASTOGASTER BUBNUDA, Mayr. 
Oremastogaster subnucla, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gee .. 
Wien, 1879, 682 ~; Wrongbton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. 
vii. (1892), 197, 193. 
Hakga.la ( Yerbui·y coll.). 
13i. CREMASTOGABTER DOHRNI, Mayr. 
Oremastogaster dohrni Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1879, 682; Wroughton: Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc, vii. (1892), 
197, 196; Emery, A.nn. Soc. Ent. :B'r. 1893, 243, 24. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.). 
132, CREMABTOGABTER coNTENTA, Mayr. 
Cremastogaster contenta, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. OCll. 
Wien, 1879, 685 ~; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat .. Hist. Soc. 
vii. (1892), 199, 200. 
Trincomalee (Yerbury coll.). 
' 133. CnEMASTOGABTER ri.oGENHOFERI, Mayr. 
Ore;iastogaster rogenhoferi-, Mayr, Verh. d. k.-k, zo.oi.-b~t, G~. 
Wien, 1879, 683 ~; vVrougbton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 
vii. (1892), 197, 198. 
134. CREMABTOGABTER ANTHRACINA, Smith. 
Oremcutogaster anthracinua, SD,1itb1 J our. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 
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,5. 1 ~; 
9
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 136, 5; Jour, Linn, Soc. xi. 
~ · ( 1867), 3_9, 2. 
' 'ffn~togaster antliracina, Mayr, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gee. 
• ff IIVII, 1878, 682. 
,,,"'. ]85. 0nEMASTOGASTER DRUNNEA, Smith. 
' :, Ortmastogaster brunneus, Smit~, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 75, 
I ~; Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 138, 10 · Jour Linn Soc x1· 
· (1867), 329, 3. . ' . . ' . 
.. 136. CII.EMABTOGASTER l'ELLENB, Walker, 
' Crmuutogaster pellens, Walk._Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, iv. 
(1869), 374 ~; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motscb. 
&II. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, ::!l ·, Smith Jour. Linn Soc 
IL (1807), 330, 9. ' . • 
, ~ 137. CREMABTOGASTER D PONENB, Walker • 
. ; Crr:mcutogaster cleponens, Walk .. Ann. & Mag, Nat. Hist. ser. 3, 
:· · ff, (1859), 374 ~; Tenn. Nat, Hist, Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. 
~· , Bu1l. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 21; Smith Jour Linn Soc 
at il (1867), 330, 10, , I • • • 
· · • 138. 0REMABTOGABTER l!'O TIOULUB, Walker. 
' Crema,togaster Jorticulus, W ulk .. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, 
ff, (1859), 375 ~; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon ch xii 454 • Smith 
lour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 330, 11. ' · · ' ' 
. 139, 0REMABTOGABTER APIOALIS, Motschoulsky. 
·i Crema,togaster apicalis, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose 
. . 1863, 20 l;l ; Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 330, 12. · 
·.~ . 
· • , 140. CnEMASTOGABTER DRUNNESCENB, Motschoulsky. 
Orema,togaster b~nnescens, ~otsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. 
Moec. 1863, 20; Smith, Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 330, 13. 
Genus SIMA, Roger. 
.~'141. SIMA RUFONIGRA (Jerdon). 
•· EcitM& rufonigra, Jerd. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851 53 l;l, 
,Ann. & )fag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, xiii. (1854), 53. ' ' 
_PuudomY":""a rufonir;ra, Smith, Cat. Hym. fos. B. M. vi. 159, 
14; Jour. Lum. Soc. x1. (1867), 328, 4. ·· 
Sima rufonigra, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, Verz. Form.-
0.tt. u. Art. 25, · 719; Wroughton, J our. Bomb. Nat, Hist. Soc. 
ni. (1892), 200, 210. 
., Kandy (Yerbury coll.). 
142. BIMA NIGRA (Jerdon). 
• Bciton 11igrum, Jerd. Madr. Jour. Lit. & Sci. 1851 112 l;l; 
Aon. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, xiii. (1854), 54, 
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. Pseudomyrma nigra, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 159, 25 i 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 328, 9. 
. Sima nigl'a, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, Verz. Form.-
Gatt . u. Art. 25,720; Wroughton, Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 
vii. (1892), 201, 211; Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 243, 10. 
Kandy. 
143. SIMA ATRATA (Smith). 
Tetraponerc, atrata, Smith, Ann. & J\fog. Nat. HiAt. ser. 2, ix . . 
(1850), 44. . 
Pseudomyrma atmta, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 159, 2G; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 328, 1. 
144. Snu. ALLADORANS (Walker). 
Psettdomynna allaborans, Walk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, 
iv. (1859), 375 ~; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Smith, 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 328, 11. 
Oerapachys femoralis, Motsch. Bull. Soc.· Imp; d. Nat. Mose. 
1863, 21. 
Cerapachys ceylonica, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 
1863, 22. 
Sima compressa, Roger, Berl. ent. Zeitschr. 1863, 179, 68 ~; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 328, l; Wroughton, Jour. 
Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. vii. (1892), 202, 212. · 
Sima allaborans, Emery, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1893, 243, 17. 
Colombo, Kandy. 
The following have been recorded from Ceylon by Smith, 
W a.Iker, or Motschoulsky, but, so far as I know, not lately procured 
ur perhaps not identified :-
145. MYRMIOA DASALIS, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. vi. 125, 43, 
146. MYRMICA coNTIGUA, Smith, id. ibid. 1251 44. 
147. MYD.MIOA (?) ooNBTERNANB, Walker, Ann. & Mag. Nat .• 
Hist. ser. 3, iv. (1859), 374 ~ o. 
148. MYRMIOA l'ALLINODIS, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. 
Mose. 1863, 16 ~. 
149. MYR:MICA onscURATA, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. 
Mose. 1863, 16 ~ • 
Family M UT ILLIDE, Leach. 
Genus MUTILLA, Linnreus. 
150, MUTILLA ESTUANB, Gerstaecker. 
Mutilla cestuans, Gerstaeck. Pet. Reis. 487, pl. 31. f. 6; Rados1.k. 
& Sich. Horre Soc. Ent: Ross. 1869, 223, 55; Cam. Mem. & Proc. 
Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. v. (1892), 116, 2, 
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151. MuTILLA ANA.LIB, Lepeletier. 
M11tilla analis, Lepel. Hym. iii. 630, 52; Radoszk. & Sich. Hor. 
Soc. Ent. Ross. 1869, 284, 125; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. · 
.t Phil. Soc. v. (1892), 116, 3. 
.1.1l11tilla fttScipennis, Fab. Syst. Piez. 436, 35. 
Mutilla 1-ufogastra, Lepe!. Hym. iii. 629, 51 o; Smith, Cat. 
llym. Ins. B. M. iii. 36, 185. 
· 152. MUTILLA AUREORUDRA, Radoszkovsky. 
Mutilla aureorubra, Racloszk. & Sich. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1869, 
304, 1 ~ ; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 
,. (1892), 117, 9. . 
153. MuTILLA EGREGIA, Saussure. 
Mutilla egregia, Sauss. (nee Klug) Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1867, 351, 1, 
. pl. 8. f. 1 ; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & PhiL Soc. ser. 4, 
"· (1892), 117. . 
154. MUTILLA DIOINCTA, Saussure. 
.i.llutilla· bicincta, Sauss. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1867, 355, pl. 8. f. 4; 
Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 
.lli, 14. 
155. MUTILLA OEYLANENSIS, Radoszkovsky. 
..V11tilla ce-1jlanensis, Radoszk. & Sich. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1869, 
2-li, 80 ~ ; Cam. Mem. &1 Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 
"· (1892), 118, 19. 
156. MUTILLA OHRYSOI'HTHALMA, Klug, 
M11till;! chrysophthalma, Klug, in Hei:npr. et Erenb. Srmb. Phys. 
llym. l 1, pl. v. £. 3; Radoszk. & S1ch. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 
1800, 232, 67 ~ ; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
~r. 4, v. (1892), 118, 20. 
157. Mtr.rILLA conONATA, Saussure. 
Mutilla coronata, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-~ise, 106, 4 ~ ; Cam. 
llem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 118, 23. 
· 158. MuTILLA DENTICOLLIS, Motschoulsky. 
M11tiUa de1iticollis, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 
22; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 
.-118,28. 
· 159. MUTILLA DIMIDIATA, Lepeletier. 
Mutilla dimidiata, Lepel. Hym. iii. 628, 50: Racloszk. & Sich. 
Jior. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1869, 285, 126 ; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. 
Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 118, 29. 
160. ·MUTILLA HEXAOI'B, Saussure. 
Jfutilla hexaops, Sauss. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1867, 169, 7, t. 8. 
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f 6. Ra.doszk. & Sicb. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1869, 307, 7; Cam. 
Me~. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 119, 37. 
Nattan, 
161. MUTILL.A. B.UMllERTIANA, Saussure. 
Mutilla humbertiana, Sause. · .Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1867, 353, 2 ~, 
· t 8 f 2. Rndoszk & Sic-h. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1869, 305, 2; Cam, 
!lie~: &'Proc-. !ifn~c-h. Lit. & Phil. Soc, ser. 4, v. (1892), 119, 38. 
Trincomalee. 
162 MUTILLA INSULARIB, Cameron. . 
Mu;illa insularia, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
ser. 4, v. (1892), 119, 42, & 133. 
Trincoma.lee (Yerbury coll.). 
163. MUTILLA INTERMEDIA, Snussure. 54 4 • 
Mutilla intermedia, Sauss. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr .. 1867, 3 ' i ' 
Radoszk. & Sic-h. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1867, 306, 4; ~;m, Mem. & 
Proc. Mnnch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 119, . • 
164. MUTILLA KA.NAR.!E, Cameron. 
Mutilla kanarre, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
ser. 4, v. (1892), 119, 44, & 134. 
Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.). 
165 MunLLA KANTHELLJE, Cameron, 
Mu~illa kantltell<J!, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
ser. 4, v. (1892), 119, 45, & 124. 
Kanthella (Yerbury coll,), 
166. MuTILL.A. MACULO-FABCIATA, Saussure. . 
Mutilla maculo-fasciata, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-R~e, 10;,..; ii 
Radoszk. & Sich. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 309 ; Cam. em, roe, 
Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 120, 46, . 
167, MUTILLA. METALLICA, Cameron. 
Mutilla metallica, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Man ch. Lit. & 
eer. 41 v. (1892), 120, 48, & 128. 
Phil. Soc. 
168: MuTILLA OCELL.A.TA., Saussure. ' ' ' ' ' 
Muti.lla o~ellata, Sauss. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1867, 356P 6; R;t,oez~, 
& Sich. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 307, 6 ~ ; Cam. Mem. & roe. anc i, 
Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 120, 53. 
169. MuTILLA OPULENTA, Smith. . .. 
Mutiila opulenta, Smith, Cat. _Hym. I~s. B. M. m. 34, lSO ,! i 
Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit • . & Phil. Soc. eer, 4, v, (1892), 
120, 55. 
Ksnthalla (Yerbury coll.). 
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• 170. l\foTILLA BUJ!INTRANS, Radoszkovsky. 
ltlutilla subintrans, Radoszk. & Sich. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1867, 
228, 62 ~ ; Cam, Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. 
•(1892), 122, 75. · 
171. MUTILLA sonon, Saussure. 
. ..llutilla soror, Sauss. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1867, 353, t. 8. f. 3 , 
· Radosr.k. & Sich. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. 1867, 306, 3 ~ ; Cam. Me1J1'. 
.t Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 122, 76.· 
Habrouenne. · 
: 172. MUTILLA. SlllYLLA, Smith. 
ltlutilla sibylla, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 86, 11 ~ ; 
)fotsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1867, 22; Smith, J our. Linn. 
Soc. xi. (1867), 339, 47; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892) 122, 74. 
173. MUTILLA TAPROllAN.iE, Cameron, 
. Mutilla taprobance, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
lier. 4, v. (1892), 122, 81, & 125. 
·l , Trincomalee ( Yerbury coll.). 
·· 174. MUTILLA. YERllURYI, Cameron. 
"• :· . Mutilla yerburyi 1, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
191', 4, v. (1892), 123, 87, & 135. 
• · Mahaagang (Yerbury coll.). 
Genus METHOOA., Latreille, 
175. METHooA. NIGRA, sp. nov, (Plate XV. fig. 4.) 
d. L. 8-11 millim. ExJ?, 17-20 millim. . . 
Bl11ek and shining; the wmgs broad, hyaline and iridescent, ·with 
·the apical half faintly shaded with fuscous; legs piceous, tarsi 
·paler. ' ' ' 
l:lead about as broad as the thorax, closely and finely punctured ; 
mandibles black ; clypeus much broader than high, · its anterior 
: aargin semicircular; ,mtennre opaque black, thick and somewhat 
ru.iform. Thorax : the pro- and mesonotum above finely and 
doeely punctured, ·the metanotum smooth, posteriorly truncated, 
with three longitudinal short · carinro running from its base to the 
edgo of the truncation, from whence the lateral carime are con-
tinued obliquely outwards to the sides of the metathorax; the wings 
h,-Jine, iridescent in certain lights, faintly shaded with light fuscous 
: Npcciall J on the anterior wing beyond the bnsal nervure; legs 
. · piteous, the tarsi paler, the anterior tibire and tarsi below testaceous. 
. _,. • Abdomen shining, rather sparsely punctured above, and slightly 
1 
Either by a slip of the pen or through a printer's error, Ool. Yerbury's 
.._ i, spelt "Yerburgh ," all through Mr. Cnmeron's paper, consequently this 
,.... 1fande 111 '.' Yerburghi '' instead c1f "Yerburyi" in the paper. I have 
..• 1"11o!:ed the b-ue spelling. · 
1 
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pubescent; the basal segment about half the width of the 2nd and 
curved upwards ; a deep transverse sulcation close . to the apioal 
margin of the 1st segment and another close to the constricted hue 
of the 2nd segment, the latter sulcation continued on the underside 
of the abdomen. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
Described from three specimens in my collection from variom 
parts of Tenasserim and from two specimens in Mr. Green's col-
lection. This species, resembles M. gracilis, Smith, from Celebel. 
but.this latter has the prothorax smooth, the metathorax coa!""'ly 
rugose, the legs rufo-piceous, and the basal segment marked with a 
central longitudinal channel. From M. 01·ientalis, Smith, found in 'f 
Northern India, it differs considerably in size and coloration. 
Family S c o LI 1 D ..i:, Leach. 
Genus ScoLIA, Fabricius •. 
I. With tlwee cubital cells= Ti·iscolia, Saussure & Sichel. 
176. ScoLIA RUilIGINOSA, Fabricius. 
Scolia r1cbiginosa, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 230, 8; Syst. Piez. 241, 10; 
Coquebert, illustr. tab. 13. f. 4 o ; Klug, Web. u. Mohr, Beitr. ii. 
211, 38 ; Lepel. Hym. iii. 518, 2 ; Burm. Cat. Scol. 19, 11; Smith, 
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iii. 111, 123; Sauss. & Sich. Cat, Spec, Gen. 
Scol. 45, 20; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 343, 4; Cam, 
Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 101, 13. 
Colombo, Pundaloya ((rreen coll.). 
II. With two cubital cells=Discolia, Saussure & Sichel. 
177. ScoLIA AUREIPENNIB, Lepeletier. 
Scolia aureipennis, Lepe!. Hym. iii. 525, 9 ~ ; Sauss. & Sich. Cat ..
Spec. Gen. Seo!. 109, 102 ·; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. 
Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 103, 25. 
Scolia jurinei, Sauss. Mel. Hym. 45, 21. 
Scolia instabilis, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iii. 88, 11 ~ o ; , 
J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 345, 25. 
Scolia roficornis, Klug, Web. u. Mohr, Beitr. i. 25, 8. 
Pundaloya, Udagama (Green r,-0Zl.). 
178. ScoLIA CYANIPENNIB, Fabricius. 
Scolia cyanipennis, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 244, 35 ; Burm. Cat. Seo!. 
37, 59; Smith, Cat. Hym. lns. B. M. iii. 90, 21; Sauss. Ann. Soc. 
Ent. Fr. 1858, 209, 16; Sauss. & Sich. Cat. Spec. Gen. Scol. 103, 
91; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 345, 21; Cam. Mem. & 
Proc. l\1anch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 102, 20. 
179. ScoLIA QUADRIPUSTULATA, Fabricius. 
Scolia quadripustulata, Fabr. Spec. Ins. i. 453, 13; Ent. Byat. ii. 
,l:·19",] RYMENOl'TERA OFCEYLON. 
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t SIM, 2~,.: Syst. Piez. ~44, 34: ; Burm. Cat. Seo~ ... 36, 58 ; Lepe!. 
. l~pn. 111. 528, 16; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. 1\1. m. 87, 7; Sauss. & 
· 8ich. Cat. Spec. Gen. Scol. 113,108; Hym. d. Novara-Reise 103 
l; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 345, 24; Cam. Mern. &'Proc'. · 
Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 104, 30. 
Lar~<r q!1.adripustulcita, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 222, 6. 
&olw binotata, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 244, 36. 
&r,lia bipunctata, Klug, Web. u. Mohr, Beitr. i. 35, 30 (var. 0 ). 
&r,l~rifas~to-pun?tata, Gucr. Voy. Coq. ii. 254 (var. ~ ). 
&r,luifervida, Smith, Ann. & ~fag. Nat. Hist. ix. (1852), 46 ( i var.) ; Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. m. 89, 15. 
180. ScoLIA INDICA, Saussure. 
:··,. &olia i,ulica, Sauss. Mel. Hym. 46, 22, f. 10 ~ ; Sauss. & Sich . 
. '.; Cat. Spec. Gen. Seo!. 119, 118; Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
,{, 3-18, 61; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. 
:f (1892), 106, 40. 
. ,&olia ign~ta, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. 1\1. iii. 101, 77 ~ ; Jour. 
,.-· lino. Soc. x1. (1867), 348, 64. 
':-:~. Somparipo (Green coll.). 
181. ScoLIA HIBTnIONICA, Fabricius. 
&olia 1,istrionica, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. 256, 35 ; Klug, Web. 
a. l\Iohr, Beitr. i. 25, 9; Sauss. & Sich. Cat.· Spec. Gen. Seo!. 121, 
121 ~ ; Cam. Mem. & Proc. l\fanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. 
(1892), 107, 43. 
&olia picteti, Sauss. Mel. Hym. 42, 18 ~ . 
&olia pulchra, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iii. 88, 12; J our. 
I.inn. Soc. xi. (1867), 345, 26. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.), 
182. SOOLIA ELIF0RMIB, Saussure. 
&olia eliformu, Sauss. & Sich. Cat. Spec. Gen. Scol. 120 119 0 • 
. Smith, Jo~. Lin1;1, Soc. xi. (1867), 348, 62; Cam. Mem. '& Proc'. 
.t .)lanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 107, 41. . 
. l'f4;· Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
.~r 
Genus ELis, Fabricius. 
I. With three cubital cells= Trielis, Saussure & Sichel. 
183. ELIB ORlENTALls, Cameron. 
Eli,, orientalis, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
ter. 4, v. (1892), 112, 27. 
II. With two eu,bital cells=Dielis, Saussure & Sichel. 
184. ELIS THOnACICA (Fabricius). 
Tiphia thoracica, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. 254, 15 ; Syst. Piez. 
• ZJ5, 19. 
Sphez albicollis, Christ, Hym. 260, t. 26. £. 1 ~ • .. 
I 
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. Sphe.v jlavifrons, Christ, Hym. 261, t. 26. t 2 ~ (non· cl'), & £: 3f; 
var. fulvo-villosa. . · · 
'l'iphia nigNt, Fu.b~. E'.1t. Syst. ii. 225, .~.; Syst .. Piez. 234, 13 • . 
Campsomei·is aureicollis, Lepel. Hym. m. 490, GS , . . 
Scolia aui·eicollia, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. m .. 101, 79. 
Elis thoracica, Saussure & Sichel, Cat. Spec. Gen. Bcol. 188, 197 ; 
Hym. d. Novara Reise, 104, 2; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
350, 15; Cnm. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser~ 4, v. 
(1892), 108, 4. 
Elis am·eicollis, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 350, 14. 
Colombo, Pundaloya ( Green c?ll_. ). • . . · . · 
I have followed de Saussure m umtmg the species with fuh-ous 
pubescence on the head and thorax (a;;reicollis, Lepel.) with the 
species having cinereous-white pubescence o~ ~he same . parts. 
Smith, however, kept them distinct, and I am mchned ~o thmk he 
was right, as the puncturing on the head and th_oril.x m th~ two 
species is different. On the other hand, Elia fimb,-,,ata, Burmeister, · 
kept distinct by de Saussure, ~eems ~o me only 11., large £~rm of 
E. thoracica (vera). The specimens m Mr. Greens collection aro 
midway between typical tlw,·acica and typical.fimbriata. 
185. ELis IRIS (Lepeletier). 
Colpa iris, Lepel. Hym. iii. 547, 16 cl', . . 
Scolia iris, Burm. Cat. Scol. 26, 28 ~ cl'; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. 
B. M. iii. 100, 75. 1 ' 
Elis phalerata, Sauss. Ann. Ent. Soc. Fr. (1858), 233, 45; Ent. 
Zeit. 1859, 268 ~ . . 
? Scolia raclula, Klug, ,Veb. u. Mohr, Beitr. i. 30, 19 cl'. . 
Elis ii-is, Sauss. & Sich. Cat. Spr.c. Gen. Scol. 201, 217 ; Smith, 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 351, 29; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mancb. 
Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 110, 20. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). . . . • 
: Three males of a species belongmg t_o the su?i,nus Diefia,. m
Mr. Green's collection, agree fairly well with the ongmal descnpt1on 
of this species by Lepeletier de St.-Fargeau. · 
186. ELIS LINDENII (Lepeletier). 
Campsomeri.! linclenii, Lepel. Hym. iii. 500, 8 ~ , 
Scolia 4-faaciata, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. 255, 16; Syst. Piei. 
242, 20. , 
Elis li»denii, Sauss. & Sich. Cat. Spec. Gen. Scol. 204, 219; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. {1867), 351, 30; Cam. Mem. & Proc. 
Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892), 112, 22. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
187. ELIS CEYL0NICA (Kirby,). 
Campsomeris ceylonica, Kirby, Trans . Ent. ~oc. 188?, 452. 
Elia ceylonica, Cam. Mero. & Proc .Manch. Lit . & Phil. Soc.ser. 4, 
v. (1892), 111, 21. 
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Genus TIPHIA, Fabricius. 
• 188. TIPHIA RUF0-FEM:0RATA, Smith. 
7'iphia rufo-femorata, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iii. 83, 7 ~ . 
~-:.fem. & Proc. Ma.nch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (1892/, 
·, Pundaloya (Green coll.), 
189. TIPHIA CONSUETA, Smith. 
· 'l'iphia conaueta, Smith, Desc. New Spec. Hym. B. M. 184 2 ~. fT:,·/Iem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, v. (i862): 
· Pnndaloya (Green coll.). 
190. TIPIIIA DECRES0ENS, Walker. 
, 7'ip~ia <lecrea,cena, Wal~. Ann. & Mag. Nnt. Hist. ser. 4, iv. 18.j9, 
376; rennent s Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. 
. Soc. Imp. d. ·Nat. Mose. 1863, 22. 
Family Po u PI LID Ai, Leach. 
Genus PoYPILus, Fabricius. 
·. 191. PmU>ILUS AN.ALIS, Fabricius : 
'Jehu. analis, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 209, 42. 
:,. mpilua anali-8, F~?r· S.vst. Piez. 188, 4; Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 
· •7 ~; •>Lepel. Hym. m. 439, 35 ;_ Smith, Cat. Hym . Ins. B. M. iii. 
H3, 1-4; Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. 
Dall. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 24· Smith Jour Linn Soc 
1L (18~7), 352, -1; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch.' Lit. & Phil.· Soc· 
W, 4, IV, (1891), 457, 1. • 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
. •.~ · .. 192. PoM:PILUS PERPLExus, Smith. 
• O! Pompilua perp"le:cua, Smith. Cat. Hym. I B M ... 147 
' '. 140 ~ • ns. . • m. , 
Priocnemi. perp'lexi'-8, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 864, 4. 
Sali~ perp'lexi'-8, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
W, 4, IV, (1891), 452, 43, 
Pandaloya (Green coll.). 
• 193. PoM.PILUs 0ANIFR0Ns, Smith. 
~:;:ilU8 canifrons, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iii. 146, 
1 Prio_cnemis_canifrons, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867) 354, 2. 
Salu~ can!frons, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
-· 4, 1,. (1891). 
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I have examined the types of P. pedestris and P. canifron1, 
Smith, both in the British Museum, _and fl_nd tha~ they belong lo 
the genus Pompilus and not to Priocne1n1s=Saliua, Cam. (apud 
Kohl). 
194. PoMPILUS ARROGA.NB, Smith. 
Pom11ilus arrogana, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1873, pt. ii. 187, 
3 ~-
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). . . 
Originally received from Japan, this spe?ies, se~ms to have a. 
wide range; I have found it fairly com~on m ~1kkim and Burma.· 
There are two specimens in Mr. Greens collect1on. 
195. PoMPILUB ATROPOS, Smith. 
Pompilua atropoa, Smith, Desc. New Spec. Hym. B. M. 1411, 
22 ~; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, fr. 
(1891), 480 . . 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
196. PoMPILUS LUCIDULUS (S11,ussure); 
Homonotus luciclulua, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara~Reise, 5?, 1 ~ • . 
Pompilua lucidulus, Cam: Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 459, 26. 
197. PmrPILUB IGNOBILIB, Saussure. 
Pompilus ignobilia, Sauss. Hym. d. N ovara-Reise 1 60, 3 ~ ; Ca_m. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc.· ser. 4, 1v. (1891), 4a9, 
22. 
198. PoMPILUS IGNICOL~R, sp. nov. (Plate XV. fig. 5.) . 
~ . L. 7 millim. Exp. 12 millim. 
Head and thorax in front rod, metathorax, legs and abdomen 
black, wings hyaline with a faint fuscous cloud towards the 
apex. · hfi 1 · t Head broad, subglobular,andopaqu~ red,wit. nee os~ punc u~•; 
the clypeus twice as broad as high, its_ anter10r margm narro\,)! 
smoot .h, shining, and recurved; ~ront slightly coi:11•ex, ~overe~, a., 11 
the clypeus and the cheeks behmd the eyes, with a tine ser.1ceoua 
silvery pile, only seen in certain lights ; antenna, fuscou~ the 
scape in front red ; thorax, the pro- and mesothora.x ~hove, nnd 
the scutelluru and postscutellum red; the meta.~hora.x, sides o~ the 
thorax, and pectus bl.ack; the prothorax rounded m front, po.st.er1orly __
arched. t.he scutellum ancl postscutellurn compressed laterally nnd, 'f 
promin~nt; the m~tathorax with a rounded slope to the apex;_ the ,, 
whole of the thorax very finely and closely punctured; wmgs 
hyaline the nervures fuscous, the anterior wings lightly infuscntod 
from b~yond the 2nd cubital cell, the extre'?le apex narrowly 
hyaline, the apex of the po~~rior wing ~lso famtly clouded; lcga 
black, the anterior femora, tibire, and ta.r~1 testaceous red, the claw, 
! 
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. · lllldentate at their base below; the abdomen subsessile, broad and 
,"'' , epaquc black. In certain lights the sides of the meta.thorax the 
" Me, nnd the basal segment of the abdom en a.re seen to be cov'ered 
. -.ith II thin silvery pile. 
If , Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
. ·:· . This well-marked little species might, at first sight, be mistaken 
.,,, . ror l¼e11&1rten;ia ce[lina, Smi_th ; but, beyond the difference of genus, 
. ·.: k can be d1stmgmshed by its red head, black metathora.x, and non-
tudated wings. 
"i," 199. PoMPILUS ROTHNEYI, Cameron. 
' Pompilua rothneyi, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
•• 4, iv. (1891), 460, 32 & 463. 
·. - Pund:iloya (Green coll.). 
_ forms, as noted by Mr. Cameron, a transition to the Ferreola 
· poup of the &'enus Pompilus. Originally described from Bengal, 
'fl 0CCUl'8 nl.so m Burma. 
too. POMPILUS MIRANDUS (Saussure). 
l'errt0la miranda, Sa.uss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 49, 5 Q. 
. Pompilua miranda, Cam. Mew. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
_ ,"9', 4, iv. (1891), 459, 28. 
IOI. PoUPILus DIMIDIA.TIPENNIS ( aussure). 
, l'trrtola dimicliatipennis, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 46, 1 ~. 
Pompiltt, dimidiatipennu, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & 
iJ. 8oc. aer. 4, iv. (1891), 458, 13. 
''902, PoMPILUS GREENII (Bingham). 
Ferrt.ola greenii, Bingh. Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. v. (1890), 
H>,11 ~-
P.mpiliu greenii, Cam. Mem. & Proc. l\fanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
•• 4, iv. (1891), 458, 18. 
_ Pundnloya (Gi·een coll.). 
:"'~,-Thie species closely resembles the preceding, and may be identical 
f~ 1rith it, but I have provisionally kept it distinct., as the shape of 
. "-'. ... front of the head seems to distinguish it from P. dimidiatipennis. 
~·;; ! . 
Genus PsEUDAGENIA., Kohl. 
9>3. PsEUDAGENIA. BLANDA (Guerin). 
,-·· ' Po,,ipilua bland us, G~~rin, Voy. Coq. Zool. ii. pt. 2, 260; Smith, 
· Qd. Hym. Ins. B. M. m. 143, 125. 
·.- J\,,ipiltu cyaneua, Lepel. Hym. iii. 446, 7. 
.,, '· ·~gt,tia !>landa, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 354, 1. 
; ;. PMtda9enia blanda, Cam. l\fem. & Proc. Manch. Lit . & Phil. 
· ,:,loo. eer. 4, iv. (1891), 436, 6; Bingh. Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. 
' , loo. riii. (1893), 369, 6. 
f ' Plandaloya (Green coll.). 
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204. PsEUD.\GESIA .EGINA (Smith). 
Ar1enia. re_qina, Smith, ,Totll". Linn. Soc. ii. (1857), 94, 9 ~; ld. ' 
ibid. xi. (1867), 355, G. .,., 
Pseuclagenia cegina, Cum. :'.\lem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. , : , 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1894), 43G, l; Bingb. Jour. Bomb. Nnt. Hitt. ."/ 
Soc. viii. (1893), 368, 2. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
205. PsEUDAGENIA li.LARIS (Saussure). 
Agenia alw·is, Sauss. Hym. cl. Novara-Reise, 52, 1 ~ - · 
Pswclagenict alciris, Cum. Mem. & Proc. Mancb. Lit. & Phil. 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 436, 2; Bingh. Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hi1L 
Soc. viii. (1893), 368, 3. 
206. PsEUDA.GENIA llll'ENXIS (Saussure). 
Age1iia bipemiis, Sanss. Hym. d. N ovnrn-Reise, 52, 3 o . . ,. ~-
Pseudagenia bipemiis, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phn. 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. 436, 5; Biugh. Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. viiL 
( 1893), 368, 4. 
207. PsEUDAGENlA CONCOLOll (Saussure). 
Ag,mia concolo1·, Sanss. Hym. d. Novnrn-Reise, 54, 6 o. .• ., 
Pse11clagenia co11color, C,im. l\Iem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & rhn. · 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 437, 9. 
The three preceding species occur also in Burma. 
208. PsEUDAGENIA INSDLAltlS (Saussure). 
Ayenia insulcwis, Sauss. Hym. cl. 'Novara-Reise, 455, 8 ~ - . 
Ps~ttclagenia i11sttla1·is, Cum. :Mem. & Proc. Mnnch. Lit. & Phil. · 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 43i, 15. 
209. PsEUDAGENIA M.ICltOllEGAS (Saussure). 
Agenia micromcgas, Sanss. H_ym. cl. Novnrn-Reise, 51, 1 ~. 
Pseitdagenia micromegas, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. .l 
Phil. Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), ,137, 19. 
210. PsEUDAGENIA NANA (Saussure). 
Agenia ,wna, Sanss. llym. d. Novara-Reise, 55, 9 ~. 
Pseudagenia nana, Carn. Mem. & Proc. Man:!h. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
ser. 4, iY. (1891), 438, 25. -. 
211. PsEUDA.GENIA onsoLE'l'A. (Saussure). 
Agenia obsoleta, Sauss. llym. d. Nornm-Reise, 56, 10 ~ , , 
Pseuclagenia obsoleta, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. ." 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 438, 24. 
212. PsEUDA.GENIA PLEBEJA (Saussure). 
Agenia plebeja, Sauss. Hym. d. N ov,ira-Reise, 57, 1 l o. . 
Pseuclagmia plebeja, Cam. Mem. & Proc. l\fanch. Lit. & Phil. 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 438, 25. 
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Genus SALrus, Fabricius. 
I. liEMIPEPSIS = }\:[ YGXD[IA G 
,,
1 
• · roup . 
. - 3. ~A~IUS CEYLONICUS ( aussure). 
.Vyg,nmta ceylonica Sauss H d r . Saliiu ceylonicus Cam ·l\f. ym. · Novara-Reise, 64, 1 ~ . 
ter. 4, iv. (1801), 443, 1: em. & Proc. l\Ianch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
21-l. SALIUS FULVIPENNIS (F b . . ) a r1cms . 
7c7,e:i:_lfalvipen_nis, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 21S 84 
0111111 'IU fulvtpennu, Fabr S t p · ' . Jlym. Ins. B. M. iii. 144 127 0. / 8 • 1Hez. 198, 57; Smith, Cat. I i 
O
• ' ' auss. ym. d. Novara-Reise 58 
ll . ' ' 
,mpe)!ais fulvipennis Dablb Hy E . . 
. Saliiu fulvipennia Ca~ M . m. ur. i. 462. 
f 1er. 4, iv. (1891), 444, 16: em. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
215. ~ALI~S INTERMEDIUS (Smith). 
. 1 /lem'.pepsiaflaua, Dahlb. (nee Fabr) H . 
,r. _Mygn11nia inter1Mdia Smith A . & yrn, Eur. r. 462, 3. 
' sli. (1873), 257. ' ' nn. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4 
'.;: &liiu intermedius Cam Mem ' Soc. ser. 4, iv. (189i) 444, 18 . i/ fro;, Mimch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. riii. (1893), 372, '11. ' ' lllg . our. Bomb. Nat. Hist. 
' '; Pun~aloy~ (Green coll.). 
:'"· In size this species is exceedin.,.l . . i" Jn Mr. Green's collection the ; y var1a~le; of thirteen females 
·, .·•. while the lnrgest is 35 m1'll1"1n rmnllestthrs 16 millim. in leno-tb 
, · • ,, o more an t · th · 
0 
' f;f' :''I?en, absolutely indistin.,.uishable f ';~ce e size._ One 
- urmg and eculpture of he;d d th rom e others m the 
the wings of Priocnemi8. that . atn orax, has the venation of 
~--r. t · . . · • 1s o say the 1~t 
' • no mterstit1al with the 2 d t ' ., recurrent nervure 
' ,_laminates well before the apexnof ::n2svedr.se bc_ubital nervure, but 
. , e n cu ital cell. 
. " _216. SALIUS RUDIDUS (Bingham). (Pl t XV fi 
., . . b. a e . g. 2) 
111nn11m,a ru ida Bingli J B b · 
" · .136, 8 ~ o. ' . our. om . Nat. Hist. Soc. Y. (1890) 
~• Sal" b.d ' 
';.'#. ~ 1u, ru t a Cam Mem & p ,r / •• 4, iv. (189i), 445·, 27. . roe. lhanch, Lit. & Pl.iii. Soc. 
.... , Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
217. SALIUS CONVEXUS (Bingham). 
· · Priocnemia convexm B" h J J1800), 237, 6 ~. ' mg . our. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. v. 
&liu, co,wexu,a Cam Me & p 
•• -1, iv. (1891) '451 3 . m: roe. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
"6. (1803), 375,' 18. ' 3 ' Bmgh. Jour. Bomb. Nat, Hist. Soc. 
Pu~daloya ( Grun coll.). 
Tb11 •pecies ie also found in Burma. 
28• 
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218. SALIUS 1,uDRASPATANUB (Smith). 
Pompilus madraspatanus , Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iii. 144, 
130 ~; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi (1867), 352, 6. 
Sal ·ittB maclraspatanus, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. 
Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891), 451, 40; Biugh. Jour. Bomb. Nat. lfat. 
Soc. viii. (1893), 375, rn. · 
Pundaloya (Green roll.). 
219. SALIUS PROPERUB, sp. nov. (Plate XV. fig. 7.) 
~ . L. 11 millim. Exp. 23 millim. 
Black, with a thin, silky, slate-coloured pile forming fascia, on the 
abdomen above; wings fusco-hyaline. 
Head broad, broader than the thorax, smooth; clypeus short. 
transversely oval, convex, an impressed line along and parall el to 
its anterior margin, the clypeus and front o( the face silvery in 
certain lights and studded sparsely with black hairs; antennae 
long, convolute at the apex. Thorax long, somewhat laternlly 
compressed; t.he metathorax as long as the pro- and mesothurax 
tog eth er; the scutellum larg e, prominent, flat in the middle abO\·e, 
the meta.thorax with a rounded slope to the npex and delicately 
marked with trausverse strire. ·wings fusco-hyaline, the posterior 
pair clear hyaline at base ; in the front wing the tro.nsverse-mr.dial 
nervure strikes the externo -medial nervure well before the apex of 
the 1st submedial cell, in the hind wing the cubito.l nervure is 
interstitial with the transv erse-anal nervure. Legs black ; the 
intermediate and posterior tibire strongly spinecl and serrated, the 
long tibial calcaria of the posterior legs about half the length of 
the metatarsus, the tarsi spinose, claws unidentate below, 11II the 
coxre on the underside wit.h 8late-coloured pile. Abdomen blnck, 
smooth and shining, with broad bands of slate-coloured pile at 
the bnses of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, ancl 5th segments, the apical seg-
ment black and studded with long blade hairs; below the abdonwn 
is smooth and somewhat shining,-with a transverse furrow crossing 
the 2nd segment. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). · . 
. Resembles S. rothneyi, Cameron, but this is a stouter and more" 
compact insect and has the wings hyaline with two fuscous clouds 
cros~ing the fore wing. • 
220. SALIUS CRINITUB (Bingham). 
Pi·iocnemis c1-inittl8, Bingh. Jour. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. v. (1800)1 · .~• 
238,7~. . , 
Salius c1-initus, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mancb. Lit. & Phil Soc. 
oer. 4, iv. (1891), 451, 35. 
Pundaloya (Gi·een coll.). 
The male has not previously been described. It closely res~m-
bles the female, bnt is 11, slenderer insect and is devoid of the long 
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golden pubescence which clothes the thorax and abd . h 
female. Length 16 millim. Exp. 35 millim. omen mt e 
2~~· SAL~US CONSANGUJNEUS (Sau ssur e). 
t;~emtB conBa_nguineus, Sauss. Hym. d. Kovara-Reise 62 9 ~ 
Soc 
t ms 4co~sanguineUB, Cam. l\1em. & Proc. l\Ianch Lit' & 'Phil. 
• ser. , IV. (1891), 451, 32. • · · 
22:. SAL~US HUMBERTUNUS (Saussure). 
-' fr~°:nemis hu bertiamtB, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 63, 
Saliua humbertianUB Cam l\1em ~ p 1\1 . Soc. ser. 4, iv. (1891),' 451 , 38 _ · < roe. anch. Lit. & Phil. 
Family S PH E or D E, Leach. 
Genus AMMOPHILA, Kirby. 
· 223. A:m.t:OPHILA LEVIGATA, Smith. 
.A,1,,hila lawigata, Smith, Cat. H m Ins B . • 
39 ~; id. Jour. Linn Soc xi (186~) Y3_. . . M. IV. 21.:>, 
Novnra-Reise 23 1 . Cam :rif · ' ' v9, 4 ; Sauss. Hym. d. 
1er. 4, ii. (1889), 93; 8. · em. & Proc. l\fo.nch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
Pu ndaloya ( Green coll.). 
224. AMMOPHILA TRIPES, Smith. 
.dmmophila atrines S 'th A (18.52) 46. 'd cL' ' m1 ' nn. & Mag . No.t. Hist. ser 2 i 
' · ' 1 · at. Hym. Ins B l\f iv 217 43 W · ' x. Nat. Hist.. Ceylon ch xii 454 · · · · , ; alk. Tenn. llosc. (1863) 23 .' s ··th · J ; l'v~otsch. Bull: Soc. Imp. d. Nat. 
,.. 'I , , m1 , our. Lmn. Soc. x1. (1867) 3~9 7 . 
"am. i, em. &Proc. Manch Lit & Ph 'l s .. ' .:> • , 
. • • 1 • oc. ser. 4, 11. (1889), fni, 1. 
225. AMMOPHILA LONGIVENTRIS  , aussure. 
.Ammopliila longiventris Sauss H cl N . 
·. Cam. Mem. & Proc. Man~h Lit. & y~~;il . S ovara-R e1s~, 24, 3 o; 
93, O. • • • oc. ser. 4, 1v. (1889), 
2'26. AMMOPHILA HUMBERTUNA Saus 
- , sure. 
·· .Ammophila humbertiana So.uss Hym d N R . Cam. M:em. & Proc. Ma~ch Lit & Ph'i Sovara- e1s~,. 25, 4 ~; 
· 9'J, 7. · · 1 • oc. ser. 4, 11. (1889), 
Genus PELOP<EUS 1, Latr eille. 
m. PELOP<EUS JAVANUS, Lep eletier. 
Pi_ 'dopam, javantl8. , Lepel. H vm. iii. 30", 6 . Jlwm I B M 23 J " ~ Smith, Cat. 
' , • ns. • • iv. 1, 16; id. Jour. Linn. So~. xi. (1867) 
• ~oh! bas shown (Ann. d. k. k. Naturhist. Hofmus v ( ' for lh11 genus King's name Sceliphro1I has p . 't j, · 1890), p. 102) that 
.. laU(ir name is so well known th&t I &m rjo;l1 yt overk clopreus, La~reille ; but 0 1 o m11 e any alteration. 
i: 
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Mem. &, Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. 3GO, 20; Cam. 
(18 89), 101, 7. 
Pnndaloya (G1·em coll.). 
298 PELOI'CEUS Sl'INOL,E, Lepeletier. . . h C t H 
- . . 1 H m. iii. 307 • 4 ; Smit • a . Y~· 
Pelopreus spinolce, Lepe . 11 YT Nat Hist. Ceylon, ch. x11. 
1ns. B. M. iv. 231, 19; Wa c. en~at 1\1:osc. 1863, 23; Smith, 
454 ; Motsch. Bui). Soo(i'!m~5;\. Cam. Mem . & Proc. Mnncl1. Jour. Linn. Soc. x1. (1~ (,1)889) '109 19 . 
Lit. & Phil. Soc. set·. 4, 11. • -, •· 
299 PELOMUS VIOLACEUS (Fabricius). 
- . . F b Ent Syst. ii. 201, 12. Splu:r: violaceus, a r. · p · 211 16. , • • L Fnbr S"st iez. ' Pepsts viou:ceus, " • •' · E · 21 1 
. . l Dnhlb Hym. ur. i. ' • Chalyb1on vio ace.um, " · E · 433 9 
. · D bib Hym •ur. 1• '-· Chal,il>ion bengalens1s, a ·· :.. 32 21 . Costa Prosp. d. 
. . l Lepel Hym. 111. ' ., ' Pelopceiis vio aceu!, , · 
Imenott. Ital. fasc. t. 21, 6. .. . 321 22 
Pelopre1ts jlebilis, L~pel. l~ym. ~~-· H ;
11
• I~s. B. M. iv. 320, 15 I 
Pelopceus benga.lenst~, Sm~t~)' ~60 l~· Smith nnd Home, Trans. 
id. Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 0~. 1 ' i x'i f 2 2a. Cam. Mem. ct 
Zoo!. Soc. vii. (1870), P!· m. 163 • p 4 ~-·(1889) 101, 2. Proc. l\fonch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. ' 11. ' . 
Pnn~aloya ( Gree!" cl~t£ie do.ubt that Ohalybion beng~lemu of 
I tbmk there 1s 1 b . . Typical specimens or 
h · z e 11 Fa ncms. h Dnhlbom=Sp e.,, vio ar 1 '. d'ff ·n the sculpture of t e 
P. violareu, and P. bengaltnfsishmay_ 1 ~u~ the insect is a vnrinble 
thorax and in t.be colour o t e wmgs, 
one. 
Genus SI'HEX, Linnrous, pt. 
230 Sl'HEX LOB.A.TUB, Fabricius. hl A d 
S h•ex lobatus, Fabr. Syst. Ent. 348 (1775); Ko ' nn. et 
k kp 11.raturhist. Hofmus. v. 177, 1• I ... 57 pl 4-2 f 2 · 
• • .L' • D Exot ns m. , • • • • Sphex smaragdinus, . ru( ry,D: ·) N~turg. Ina. 308, t. 30. £. 6. 
Sphex canilea, Chr1~t nee r ury 1n' 310 t 30. £. 7 ; Kohl, 
h · Christ N aturg. s. • · •· • £ 97 Sphex c ryBUJ, . , . Andre, Spec. Hym. m. asc . .., , 
Termesz. Fiizetek, ix. 173P ~ 0 'M h Lit & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 123 ~ o; Cam. Mero. & roe. anc . . 
ii. (1889), 1o5, 1. .. 206 30. 
Sphex lobata, Fnbr. Ent. Sytet.pn: 21•.., 1 · Blanch. Hist. Nat. 
. l b t Fabr Sys . iez. , ' ' E . Chlorion o a 1tm, · H .. . 330. Dablb. Hym. ur. 1. 
· ... 351 · Lepe! ym. 111• ' L" Amm. Art. m. , .H · · I B M ii 237 l · id. Jour. mu. 24 & 435 ; Smith, Cat. ym. ns. · · · ' ' 
Soc. xi. (1867), 360, Bl.I h H. t Nat. Anim. Art. iii. 351, pl. Ti. Chlorion a:rnreum, anc . H! • 
f. 6 ; Lepe!. Hym. iii. 329. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.), 
• 
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231. SI'HEX AtmULENTus, Fabricius. 
Splie.v attrulenta, I◄'nbr. Mnnl;. Ins. i. & ii. 2i 4; Ent .. Syst. ii. 
201, 14; Cam. Mem. & Pt·oc. l\fanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. (1889), 107, 12. 
Pepsis sericea, Fabr. Syst. Pier.. 211, 19. 
Sphe.v sericca, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 2G, 7; Lepe!. H_vm. iii. 
!141, 12 ~; Smith, Cnt. Hym. In~. B. l\I. iY. 255, 62; J onr. Linn. 
Soc.•. xi. (1867), 361, 11, 
Splu.v fab1·icii, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 27, 11 ; Smith, Oat. Hym. 
Ina. RM. iv. 253, 54; Jou1·. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 361, 8, 
Spl1e.1! .fe1·1·u.ginea, Lepe!. H ym. iii. 354, 18; Smith, Cat. Hyru. 
In~. iv. 253, 55; Jour. Linu. Soc. 361, 4. 
Sphe.1: lineola, Lepe!. Hym. iii. 358, 27 0 ; Smith, Oat. Hym. 
Ins. Il. M. iv. 254, 58; ,four. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 361, 7. 
· Sphe.v fe,·ox, Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. vi. (1862), 55, 5 0 ; id. ibid. xi. (1867), 362, 22. · 
Sph1,x lepeleterii, Sauss, Hym. <l. Novam-Reise, 40, 8 ~. 
Spl1e.v serireus, Snuss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 41, 11 ~. 
Spl~v godejfroyi, Sauss. Stet. ent. Zeit. xxx. (1869), 57 ~. 
· Spliex aw·ife.v, Smith, Jott. Cruise Our. by Brenchley, 460 ~, 
t. xliv. f. 3. 
Spl,e.i· cmrulentus, Kohl, Term esr.. :Fiizetek, ix. ( 1885 ), 194 ~ o ; 
Ann. d. k. k. Naturhist. Hofmus. v. (1890), 392, 84 ~ o. 
Pundnloya, Colombo ( Green coll.). 
- 232. SPHEX FULVO-HIRTUS, Bingham. 
Sphe:c fi1lvo-hirta, Bingh. Jonr. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. , .. (1890), 
242, 14 ~; id. ibid. viii. (18Ua), 3i!J, 29, pl. i. f. S. 
Pundnloya (Green coll.). 
23.1. SPHEX UMBRosus, Christ. 
Spht:r 11.mb,·osus, Christ, Naturg. In~. 293, t. xx1x. f. 2 ~ (1701). 
Sphe.11 fumicata, Christ, Naturg. Ins. 295, t. xxix. £. 6 0 (1701)._ 
Sphe.i· argentata, :Fabr. Mant. In s. i. 274; Ent. Syst. ii. 200, 8; 
Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 25, 1 ~ o; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. iv. 252, 
62; id. Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867 ), 361, 1; Tnschhg. Zeitschr. £. d. 
. gt!ll. Naturwiss. Halle, xxxiv. (1869), 414; Cam. l\Iem. & Pro r. 
. • lfanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. (1889), 107, 10. 
Sphe:r: albif1·ons, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 207, 36; Lep e!. Hym, iii. 
337,6 o. 
Pt psi, albifrons, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 212, 27. 
Sphe.i· ai·gentifrons, L epe!. Hym. iii. 337, 7 ~; Kohl, Terme sz. 
Fiizetck, ix. (1885), p. 2 a, 196 ~ o. 
Sphex carbona1'ia, Smith, Cat. H .vm. Ins. B. l\I. iv. 247, :j8 ~. 
Spki· epliippittm, Smith, Cat. liym. Im. B. l\I. iv. 249, 45 ~ , pL ri. f. 3. . 
Sphu: opulenta, Smith, Cat .. Hym. Ins. B. M:. iv, 250, 46 0 • 
' .I 
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Sphex diabolica, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 100, 3 2: 
id. ibid. xi. tl867), 361, 12. 
Sphe:i: tuberculata, Smith, Ann. & Mng. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, xii. 
(1873), 291 ~. 
Sphex argentatua, Andre, Spec. Ins. iii. fasc. 27 ~ o. 
Sphex mnbr08'!is, Kohl, Ann. d. k. k. Naturhist. Ho£mue. T. 
(1890), 406, 99. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
234. Sl'HEX NJGRIPES, Smith. 
Splie.v ni[tripts, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 254, 59 2; 
id. Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1667), 361, 8; Cam. l\fem. & Proc. Manch. 
Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. (1889), 108, 15; Kohl, Ann. d. k. k. 
Naturhist. Hofmus. v. (1890), 421, 114 ~ o. 
Sphex siamensis, Taschenb. Zeitschr. f. d. ges. Naturwiss. Halle, 
xxxiv. (1869), 413 ~ • 
Sphex er-ythropocla, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Boe. 
ser. 4, ii. (1889), 108, 13 & 110 ~ • · 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
The two specimens in Mr. Green's collection have much darker 
wings than the type which is in the British Museum, but thf'J' 
ngreA very well with Mr. Smith's description. Kohl unites Spliu 
ty,.annica, Smith, ·with this species. I have examined the types of 
both, and they seem to me quite distinct species, markedly in tbr 
shape and form of the clypeus, petiole, and abdomen, and in thr 
colour of the wings and legs, as shown in Plate XV. figs. 1 and 3. 
235. SPHEX VIDUATUS, Christ. 
Sphea: fervena, Fabr. ( nee Linne), Syst. Ent. 346 (1775) ; 
Mnnt.. Ins. i. & ii. 275 (1787); Ent. Syst. ii. 200, 5 (1793). 
Spltex viduata, Christ,, Nnturg. Ins. 305, t. xxx. f. 4 (1791). 
Sphtx pubesJens, Fnbr. Ent. Syst. ii. 205, 28 ; Kohl, Termea. 
:Fu1.etek, ix. (1885), 188 ~ o; Andre, Spec. Hym. iii. fosc. 27, 
130; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. (1889), 
106, 8. 
Pepsia fervena, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 209, 6. 
Pepsis pubescma, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 212, 22. 
Enodia canescens, Dnhlb . .Hyro. Eur. i. 28, 2. 
Enodia fe ·rvena, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 439, 2. 
Parasphe:i: fer·vena, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. ~7, 
.J our. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 362, 1. 
Sphe.-i: viduatua, Kohl, Ann. d. k. k. Naturhist, Hofmus. 
(1890), 332, 32. 
Colombo. 
Being in Colombo for a couple of days, I raught, nmong olhl'r 
insects, one specimen of this species just outside the Oriental Holl'!. 
236. SPHEX LUTEIPENNIS, Mocsary. 
Sphe.v liiteipennia, Moes. l\Iagy. Akad. Tel1ll, )Mek. (_1883). 
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K. 11, 33 ~ · Kohl Ann d k k N t h' 433, 115. ' ' · · · · a or 18t • Hofmus. v. (1890), 
Splie.v rufipennis, Kohl, '.l.'ermesz. Fiizetek, ix. (1885), 198 !j? o. 
Genus AMPULEX, J urine, 
237. AMPULEX COMPRESSA (Fabricius). 20:;;r compresaa, Fabr. Mant. Ins. i. 275, 25; Ent. Syst. ii. 
Ohk>r-io 
Crust. et In~lfii~;~~i; W:;t~;~;';!\~!\\7 i ~.at(riJ:list. Nat. 
.Ampulex compressa, Jur. H ~ 134·· L .. oc. m. ..:H), 227. 
Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 29 1 . s!ith C t' Hepel.IHym. m. 325, 1 ; 
I ·d 'J L. ' · ' ' a • ym ns B l\f iv 268 ; J • _our. mn. Soc. xi. (1867) 303 1. Cam .M. . . J , 
Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii.'(1889) '116 1' em. & Pror. 
Punda!oya (Green coll.). ' ' · 
'l'wo specimens in Mr G , 
• colouring. . reen s collection are very vivid in 
238. AMPULEX (?) ANNULIPEs, Motschoulsky. 
1si•tpu24~xC(?) aMnnulipea, l\fotsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d, Nat Mo 
•, , . am. em & Proc Mn h L' & • sc. ii. (1889), 117, 5. · · nc · it. Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 
Family LA Rn r n ..i;, Leach. 
Genus P1s0N, Spinola. 
. 239. PIBON (PARAPIBON) AGILE (Smith). 
Parapison agile, Smith, Trans. Ent Soc (1869) 
Verh. d. k.-k. zool,-bot. Ges. Wien (i884.) 186 , 300, 4; Kohl, 
Pror. Manch. Lit, & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. (lBS 9), 1;1~
8f' Mem. & 
Genus TRYPOXYLON, Latreille. 
• 240. TRYPOXYLON PILEATUM, Smith. 
••,. Trypoxylon pileatum, Smith Cat H m I • 
., 5 2; Journ. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 36/ 1 ·. f\1 B./\ tv. 377, 
. IIOOl.-bot.. Ges. Wien 1884 206 . C M ' 0 , er . d. k.-k. if~ ~Phil.Soc. ser. 4, ii. (188D), n'9, {f· em. & Proc. Mancb. Lit. 
., Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
24!, TRYPOXYLON I TRUDENs, Smith. 
.- Tr 11po:vylon intrudens Si 'th T z 
', 1 o .' Kohl Verb d k 'k m 1' brans. ool. Soc. vii . . (1872) 188 
+' . , . . .- . zoo - ot Ges w· 1884 2 ' , 
.. )fem. & Proc. Manch. Lit & Phil ·s . i4en,.. , 05; Cam. 
, . . oc. ser. ' n. (1889) 119 .. , 
N"" ' > ' • 
. :~1 Genus LARRA, Fabricius. 
: 242. LARRA EXTENSA (Walker). 
Larrada e:cten4a, Walk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3 (1860), 
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305; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Sor. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, :24. . 
Larra extensa, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. W1~n, 1884, 
· 243; Cam. Mem. &Proc. l\fanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 11. (1889), 
125, 5. Genus N OTOGONIA, Costa. 
243. NOTOGONIA SUBTESSELATA (Smith). 
Lai-rada subtesselata, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 277, 11 ~: 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 364, 7. . 
Larra subtesaelata, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1884, 248. M b L't & Ph.I Notogonia siibteaselata, Cam. Mem. & Proc. anc , 1: I• 
Soc. ser. 4, ii. (1889), 130, 4. 
Pundaloya ( Gi·een coll.). 
244. NOTOGONIA DEPLANATA, Kohl. 
Notoqonia cleplmwta, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1883 358, 2 ~; id. ibid. 1884, 75; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. 
Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. (1889), 130, 3. 
245. NoTOGONIA JACULATOR (Smith). 
Lai·rada jac 1ilator, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 279, 15 i ; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 364, 11. . 
Larra jawlator, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gee. Wien, 1884, 
24 totogonia jaculato,·, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mancb. Lit. & Phil • . 
Soc. eer. 4, ii. (1889), 129, 2. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
246. NoroooNIA LABORIOSA (Smith). 
Larl'acla labo1·ioaa, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv; 278, 12 i ; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 364, 8. . 
Larrct laboi-iosa, Keihl, Verb. zool.-bot._ Ges. Wien, 1_~84, 245; 
Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mnnch. Lit ,. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 11. (1889), 
125, 6. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
247. NoTOGONIA VIGILANS (Smith). 
Larrada vigilana, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. 1\:1. iv. 27~, lf ~ • 
Lcirra vigifans, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. W1en, 1884, 
248. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). . 11 • Ii Two specimens in Mr. Green's collection a~ree fairly w~ . wit , 
Smith's description so far as it goes. The msect ~as origmRlly 
described from Chi~a. It occurs in Sikkim and also m Burma. 
248. NOTOGONIA TISIPHONE (Smith). 
Larracla tisiphone, Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 103, 6 i; 
id, ibid, xi. (1867), 364, 15, 
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l,arra tiaiplwne, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1884, 
248; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, ii. 
(1889), 125, 10. 
Punda.loya ( Green coll.). 
Genus Lm1s, Fabricius. 
249, Lm1s HA>MORRHOIDALIS (Fabricius ). 
Pompilu, hamiorrlioidalia, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 198, 55. 
L!!"'!P' ~avignyi, Spin. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. vii. (1838), 4i6, 26. 
L,ru CYMChalcea, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 135. 
Liril savignyi, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 471, 2. 




~rracla lur?morrlioidalis, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 280, 
. Lim hamorrlioiclalis, Kohl, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges, Wien, 
: • 1884, 256, I ~ o; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil Soc 
'fJ, eer. 4, ii. (1889), 131, 1. · • 
f} ' Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
There are sixteen specimens in Mr. Green's collection none of 
them typical; all want the rich golden pubescence 011 the ~bdomen 
which gives specimens from W astern India the wonderful tesse: 
lated appearance. 
200. Lm1s AURATUS (Fabricius). 
Spht:,: aui·ata, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 213, 64. 
P~pilm auratus, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl 250, 25. 
L1n1 aurata, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 228, 3; Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 
186; Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1884, 241. 
Lyrop, aura.tus, Guer. Icon. Regn. Anim. iii. 440. 
Tachytu opulenta, Lepel. Hym. iii. 246 ~ 0 . 
Larr~da aurulenta, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 276, 6; 
Jour, Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 363, 1. 
, . Liiv .. auratU8, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
'~,
0 
~ le!', 4, llo (1889), 131, 2. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
251. Lnus DUCALIB (Smith). 
Larrada dmali,, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. v. (1860), 84, 1 ~ ; 
id. ibid. xi. (1867), 365, 23. 
Liril ducalis, Kohl, Verh. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1884, 
2-13. 
Pondr,loya (Green coll.). 
Also found in Burma. 
Genus PIAGETIA, Ritsema. 
252. PIAGETIA l'ASCIATIIPENNIS, Cameron. 
' Pingetia fatciatiipennis, Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mll,Ilrh. Lit. & Phil. 
,8oc, aer, 4, ii. (1889), 16; id. ibid. p. 134. . 
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Genus PALARus, Latreille. 
253. PALARUS ORIENTALIS, Kohl. 
[Mar.17, 
Palarus orientcilis, Kohl, Verb. d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, 
1884, 422, 2 c3 ; Cam. l\fem. & Proc. l\fanch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
ser. 4, ii. (1889), 148, 1. 
Family N Y s s o N r n .iE, W esmael. 
Genus ST1zus, Latreille. 
254. ST1zus PRISMA'rICus (Smith). 
Lai·ra prismatica, Smith, J our. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 103, 1 
id. ibid. xi. (1867), 367, 10. 
Stizus 111'ismatictis, Sich. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 142; Hand!. 
Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. d. Wissensch. Wien, 1892, 55, 21. 
Pundaloya ( Gi·een coll.). 
Genus GonYTEB, Latreille. 
255. GoRYTES GREENn, sp. nov. (Plate XV. fig. 8.) 
~ . L. 14 millim. Exp. 32 millim. 
Brownish red variegated with yellow; wings flavo-hyaline, the 
£ore wing with a large dark brown macula on the costal margin at 
the apex. 
Head not so broad as the thorax, smooth, or with only a few 
scat.tared punctures, covered with a thin sericeous golden pile only 
seen in certain lights; mandibles yellow, ferruginous at apex; 
clypeus light brownish red, trnnsversel.v oval and convex; antenna, 
brown nbo,·e, fulvous red below; the Sl'ape in front and an abbre-
viated line on the inner margin of the eyes yellow; front slightly 
concaYe ; the ocelli in a broad triangle on the vertex, a shallow 
furrow from the anterior ocellus to a little above the ant-ennte. 
Thorax brown ; prothorax smooth and shining, its posterior margin 
broadl_v yellow ; mesothorax above very finely longitudinally • 
striated, carrying two short parallel carinre on-the disc anteriorly; 
scutellum, postscutellum, and the sides of the thorax somewhat 
coarsely striated, a broad fascia on · the scutellmn, a narrower one 
on the postscutellum, and a spot under the base of the winga 
yellow; metatborax posteriorly rounded, roughly reticulated• the 
triangular enclosed space at its base longitudinally striate. Winga 
yellowish hyaliue and iridescent ; the front wing with a large d11rk 
brown spot occupying the whole of the radial cell, and extending . .: ' 
below into the 2nd and 3rd cubital cells; the 2nd cubital cell, _ . 
receiving both -recurr ent nervures, is at base about two-thirds the · 
length of the 3rd cubital cell; the 1st and 3rd cubital cells sub-
equal; tegulre and stigma testa~eous, nervur es brow~. Legs reddish . 
brown, paler on the underside. Abdomen pet10lated, brown, · · 
smooth and shining, a broad yellow fascia on th e posterior margin ' : . 
of the 2nd nnd 5th segments above; the base and apex of the 
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petiole and · the posterior margin s of the 3rd and 4th segments 
light red; underneath the abdomen is brown, with the posterior 
margins of all the segments reddish. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
This large and well-marked species I have ,•entured to name 
a£t•r Mr. Green. It is not closely allied to any species of Go1·ytes 
known to me. .At the time of capture of the type she was 
carrying off a Homopt crous insect wit.h which to store her nest. 
Genus BEMDEx, l<'abricius. 
266. BEMBEX SULPHURESCENS, Dahlbom. 
. Bembex sulphurescens, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 180, and 491, 24; 
Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 328, 46; id. Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 
(1807), 366, 3; Sich. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 141; Handlirsch, 
8itz. d. k. Akad. d. Wi ssensch. Wien, 1893, 897, 137. 
267. BEMDEX TREPANDA, Dablbom. 
.· Bembex trepanda, Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. 181, and 400, 23; 
Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. l\f. iv. 328, 45; id. Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 
(1807), 366, 2; ~ich. Hy~n. d. _Novara-~is e, 141; Cam. l\Iem. & 
Proc. l\fonch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 111. (1890), 247, 2; Hand-
linch, Sitz. d. k. Aka.cl. d. Wiss ensch. Wien, 1893, 736, 19. 
Pundaloya ( G,·een coll.). 
258. BEMDEX INDIO.A., Handlirsch . 
• ? Bembex gkiuca, Fabr. Mant. Ins. i. 285, 5; Oliv. Encyd. 
Method. iv. 291, 6 ~ ; J<'abr. Ent. Syst. ii. 2-!9 ~ ; Syst. Piez. 2:Nc, 
8; Dahlb. Hym. Eur. i. · 491 ~ 0 • 
Bm1be.v indica, Hancllirsch, Sitz. d. k. Aknd. d. Wissensch. Wien, 
1803, 771, 30. 
269. BEMDEX BORREI, Handlirsch. 
Btmbe:r; borrei, Handlirsch, Sitz. d. k. Akad. d. Wissensch. Wien, 
1803, 866, 102. 
Family C E R c E R I D JE, W esmael. 
Genus CERCERIS, Latreille. 
. 260. CERCERIS NOV AR--'l, Saussure. 
t Otruris novarro, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 92, 9 Q (1867), 
pl. iY. f. 54; Cam. Mem. & Proc. l\fonch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 
Iii. (1890), 249, 14 & 257. 
,9 ? Cerceri8 fervens, Smith, Ann. & l\fng. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, xii. 
(.1873), 411; Cam. l\fem. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 
llL (1890), 249, 6 & 256. 
•. Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
One specimen, a male, in Mr. Green's collection has the veollO\v 
.1-nds on the abdominal segments very narrow, and interrupteod in 
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261. CEnCERIS INSTADILIS, Smith. 
Cerceris instabilis, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 452, 74 o !j!; 
id. Jour. Linn. Sue. 370, 6; Sauss."Hym. cl. Nornm-Reise, 92, 10; 
Cam. Mem. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, iii. (1890), 
249, 11. 
Cercei-is velo,v, Smith, Traus. Ent ,. Soc. 1875, 41 o. 
This species occurs abnndant.ly in Burma o.ml Sikkim. From 
Ceylon, it is recorded by de Saussure. 
' 262. CERCERTS l[U:\IDERTIANA, Saussure. 
Cerceris humb ertiana, Sanss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 97, 4 !j!; 
Cmn. Mern. & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, iii. (1890), 
249, 10. ' 
Ce.1·ct1"is nifinodis, Smith, 'l'rans. Ent. Soc. 1875, 41. 
Ce1·ce1•i5 viscosus, Smith, 'rrans. E11t. Soc. 1875, 40. 
263. CERCERIS EMORTUALIS, Saussure. 
Oei·ce,-is emortiialis, Sauss. Hym. d. N ovarn-Reise, 98, 20; Caw. 
l\Iem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, iii. (1890), 248, 4. 
Cameron considers this species as a variety only of 0. hum• 
bertiana .. 
Genus PHILANTHUB, Fabricius. 
26!. PHILANTRUS BASALIB, Smith. 
Philanthus basalis, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. iv. 473, 17 !j!; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat ,, Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motscb. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 23; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
3il, 5; Cam. Mem. & Proc. Manch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, iii. 
(1890), 248, 6. 
Family CR AD Ro NI D ..£, Leach. 
Genus CnABRO, Fabricius. 
265. QnADRO PALITANS, sp. nov. (Plate XV. fig. 6.) 
~ . L. 11 millim. Exp. 18 millim. 
Black variegated with yellow, the wings hyaline, fore wing 
yellowish brown along the costal margin. · 
Head black, broad, quadrate, the mandibles with a yellow 11tain 
on their outer side, the clypeus covered with dense golden pile, 
more than twice as broad as high, I\ Rhort perpendicull\r carina 
down its middle, its anterior margin waved; the antennre wit~ . 
the scape yellow in front ., the flagellum piceous; the face up to 
t.he ocelli closely punctured and covered with golden pile ; the 
vertex, the back of the head, and behind the eyes smooth and 
shining, with a nat·row fringe of golden pile along the orbits. 
Thorax black; a line on the posterior margin of the prothorax, 
interrupted in the middle, a spot on the propleurre, a long tri-
angular mark on the mesopl~11rm, the scutellum, a spot on the 
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legulro,.and a line on the post3cutellum Jo te .· 
prot.borax anteriorly smooth d h. . I 8 not·ly, yellow; the 
closely and finely puncturecf n s mmg, the mesotborax above 
rounded and rather close! anci' an~ the metat.horax posteriorly 
r~nning into oblique divefgent s~1~:~e7ii pu'.~cturhd, t_he punctures 
wrng brownish yellow nlon"' the c t I e '"in.gs yalme, the front 
nnterior and intermediate f;mora o~ ~.b~nargrn. Le~s black, the 
t~e outside, the posterior tibiro ;,efi~w ~t\martd t1th yellow on 
p1ceous. The abdomen sub- ef l t 'b ac' at t e ase; the tarsi 
and shining; the basal segm~nt:!d\h ro~~ly o?l, black, smooth 
abo1·e finely punctured, th e 2nd to thee a~e o the 2n? segment 
i·cllow maculm at their bases th . . I 5th segments w1th lateral 
beneath black. ' e aptea segment and the abdomen 
Pu~daloya ( Green coll.). 
This species is closely alli ed t O ✓ • • 
abun1autly distinct in size in ~ol . J uscf e,hims, ~epelf'tier,. but is 
markmgs. ' our O t e wmgs, and m the 
Genus DASYPROCTus, Lepeletier. 
266. DASYPROCTUS CEl"LONI(;US a , ussure. 
Dmyproctus ceylonicus S H tab. iv. f. 51; Cam MeU:: ,auss. fm· d. ~ovara-Reise, 85 ~, 
' Iii. (18!10), 275, 1. · · & Proc. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, 
, . Recorded by de Saussure f C 1 and Burma. rom ey on, occurs also m Sikkim 
Genus O.XTDELUS, Latreille. 
267. OxYBELUs tNSULARis, Kohl. 
O.rybelus insularis Kohl T F" ... Cam. Mem & Pr· ' . l\,f ' er~esz. 'uzetek, vm. {1884 ), 109 ~ . 
r,a, 7. . uc. anch. L1t. & Phil. Soc. ser. 4, iii. (l8!JO): 
'l 
268. O.XYDELUS LEWISI, Cameron. 
O.r:ybelus lewisi Cam Mem & p ter. 4, iii. (1890),' 282, · · • roe. Mauch. Lit. & Phil. Soc. 
Genus STIGMUS, J urine. 
2a_o. STJGMUS NIGER, Motschulsky. 
Stagmu.t niger, Motsch. 'Bull. Soc Im cl N 
Pu~daloya ( Green coll.). · P· · at,. Mose. 1863, 23. 
This_ species is very close to th . found m Europe. e Ol'dinary S. pendulus, Panz., 
.· 270, STIGMUS CONGRUENs, ·walker. 
• Sti9mus congruens, Walk. Ann & M :r • 
- ~860), 30!. 'renn Nat 1-r· t ·c I ag. Nat. }Iiet. ser. 3 V 
ll ' · • · is • ey on ch ·· 4~ 4 ' • · •~: ~oc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863 , 23• ' . · xu. 
0 
; Motsch. I 
l 
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Family VE s PI D ..1:, Stephen. 
Genus LAnus, Saussure. 
271. LABUS HUMBERTIANUS, Saussure. 
[Mar.17, 
Labus humbertianus, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 4, 2 ~ o, 
Genus ZETHUs, Fa.bricius. 
272. ZETIIUS CEYLONIOUS, aussure. 
Zetlms ceyl.onicus, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 5, 1 ~. 
Genu s EuMENEs, Latreille. 
273. EuMENES PETI0LATA (Fabricius). 
Vespa petiolata, F~br. Sp. Ins. i., 46~.; Mant. Ins. i. 292; Ent. 
Syst. ii. 278, 37; Ohv. Enc.vcl. Meth. n. 670. 
· E111nenes petiolata, }'abr. Syst. Piez. 284; Latr. Hist. Nat. Ins, 
iii. 3f30; ,vestw. Ins. India, 90, t. 5. f. 2. 
Ewnenes petiulatus, Hauss. J\iou. Guepes Sol. 47, 28. 
Pundaloya. ( G,·een cull.). 
27 4. EuMENES FLA V0PICTA, Blanchard. 
Emnenes jlavopicta, Blanch. Diet. d'Hist. Nat de Ch. d'~rb. 
Ins. Hym. pl. ii. f. 2; Sau~s. Mon_. Gucpes S?l. 65, 52 ~- ; Smith, 
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 22, 18; 1d. Jour. Lmn. Soc. XJ. (1867), 
371, 7. 
Eumenes arcuata, Westw. Ins. Ind. 90, t. 57. f. 3. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
275. EuMENES JIUMDERTIANUS, aussure. 1 
Eumenes liumbertianua, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 6, 2 ~ o. 
Pundaloya (Green r.oll.). 
Genus RIIYNCHIUM, Spinola, 
276. RHYNCHIUM CARNATIOUM (Fabricius). 
Vespa carnatica, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl, 261, 21 ; Syst. Piez. 
258, 22. 
Ryr1chium carnatic~im, Saus~. Mon. Gncpes Sol. 112, 17. 
llhynchium carnaticum, Snuth, ·Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 44, 8; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 374, 6. ._ 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
277. RRYNCHIUM META.LLICUM (Saussure). 
Rygchium metcilliwm, Sau ss. Mon. Guepes Sol. 114, 21 ~ o, 
Rhynchium metallicum, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. Y, 45, 0; 
Jour. Liun. Soc. xi. (1867), 375, 7. 
Pundaloy11 (Green coll.). 
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Genus ODYNERUS, Latreille. 
278. ODYNERUS 0VALIB, Saussure. 
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Odyneru& oval1~, Sauss. Mon. Guepes Sol. 215, 122 o ; Smith, 
Olt. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 59, 58; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 376, 4. 
Pundaloya ( G1·een coll.). 
279. ODYNERUS HUMBERTIANUS, aussure. 
Odyneru, humbertianus, Sauss, Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 13, 
llS!o, 
Pundaloya. ( Green e-0ll. ), 
280. ·onYNERUs CEYLONICus, Saussure. 
Odyne,.us ceywnicu.,, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 12, 10 ~ o. 
281.. ODYNERUS FIS'.L'UJ,OSUS, Saussure. 
Oclyn~;•usfistiiwsas, Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 11, 7 ~. 
Pundaloya ( Gl'e.eil coll.). 
282. 0DYNERUS BIOHELII, Saussure, 
· (!dynerus sich.elii, Sau ss . Mon. Guepes Sol., Suppl. 206, 94 ~ ; 
Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 58, 55; id. Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 
(1867), 375, 1; Sauss. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 8, 1 ~ 0 • 
283. ODYNERUS TINCTIPENNIS, Walker. 
. Odynerus tinctipennis, "\Valk. Ann. & Ma<l', Nat. Hist. ser. 3 '"· (1800), 304. 0 ' 
..4.nci,tccerus tinctipennis, Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat; Mose. 
1863, 23. 
284. ODYNERUB INTENDENs, Walker. 
, Oclynerus intendens, "\Valk. Ann. & M:ag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, , .. (1800), 304. 
.A11cistocerus intendens, Motsch. Bull. 8oc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 
1863, 23. 
Genus IscnNOGASTER, Guerin. 
i(. . 285. lscHNOGA8T.ER EXIMIUs, Bingham. 
· · [,c1,:noga,ttr eximius, Bingh . Jonr. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Sor.. v. (1800), 244, 17 o. 
Pundaloya ( Green cell.). 
Genus VESPA, Linnmus. 
286. VESPA CINOTA, Fabricius. 
Y'upa eincta, Fa.hr. Syst. Ent. x. 362, 1; Spec. Ins. 458 1 • 
Ahnt. Ins. i. 287, 1; Ent. Syst. ii. 254, 6 ; Syst. Piez. 253 ' 1 '. 
Lepe!. Hym. i. 505, 1 ; Sauss. Mon. Guepes Soc. 152, 37 ~ ; su'iit ,h'. 
Cu. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 118, 12; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
·, - 2. 






4~0 t'l'.-cot. c. ·r. mNGHAM oN THE 
Sphe.1: tropir.a,.Sulz. J?ie Kenn. d. I?sect: t. 27. f. 5. 
Vespa itnifa8ciata, Ohv. Encycl. Meth. VI, 677, 39. 
Vespa tenebrionis, Christ, Hym. 216. 
tM.ar. li, 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). .. 
The remarks in Tennent's 'Natural History of Ceylon,' ch; xn. 
p. 417, evidently refer to this insect, and not to Sphe."C ferruginea, 
Lepel. = am·ulentus, :Fabr. 
287. VESPA OBLITERATA, Smith. 
Vespa obliterata, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. new ser .. ii. (1852.:.,53), 
47 • Saussure, Mon. Gu epes Soc. 149, 32 ~ ; Smith, Cat. Hym. 
In:. B. l\i. "· 119, 18; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 383, 8. 
Pundaloya (G,·een coll.). 
Genus PoLISTEs, Latreille. 
288. PoLISTES STIGMA, Fabricius. 
Vespa stigma, Fnbr. Ent. Syst. ii. 275, 78. 
Vespa tamula, Fuhr. Ent. 8yst. Suppl. 263, 78. 
Polistea stignui, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 261, 41; Sauss. Mon. Gu~pes 
Soc. 64, 21 ~ ; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 102, 9; Jour. 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 381, 5. 
Foliates tamula, :Fabr. Syst. Piez. 274, 27. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
Genus Iouu., Saussure. 
289. !CA.RIA. FERRUGINEA., Fabricius. 
Vespa ferruginea, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 280, 95. 
Polistes ferruginea, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 277, 39. 
Icaria ferruginea, Sauss. Mon. Guepes Soc. 38, 17. ~ ~.pl.~• 
f. 6; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 97, 20; Jour. Lmn. Soc. XI, 
(1867), 378, 2. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
290. !CA.RIA. MA.RGINA.TA, Lepeletier. 
Epipona marginata, Lepel. Hym. i. 541, 3 ~ o . 
Icaria ferruginea, Sause. (nee Fabr.), Mon. Guepes Soc. 38, 17 
(var.). 
Icaria marginata, Sause. Mon. Guepes Soc. App. 237 ~ ; Smith, 
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. v. 97, 21. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
Family ANDREN ID JE, Leach. 
Genus PnosOPIB, Fabricius. 
:291. PnosoPIS MONILICORNIS, Motschulsky. 
.. 
P.rosopis nwnilicol'nis, l\fotsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Uoec. 
(1863), :24, 245; 8mith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 385, 6. 
HYMENOPTERA OF CEYLO~. 
Genus NoMu, Latreille. 
292. NO!.UA. CA.PITATA, Smith. 
Nomia capitata, Smith, Trane. Ent. Soc. 1875, 54, 1 0 . 
Punda.loya (Green coll.). 
293. NoMIA 0ARINATA, Smith. 
Nomia ca,-inata, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1875, 57, 8 ~. 
294. NoMIA CHA.LYBEA.TA., Smith. 
451 
Jf.omia chalybeata, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1875, 59, 14 ~ 0 , 
. pL u. f. 5 0 . 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
~k~, 295. NoMIA QUA.DRIDENTATA, Smith. 
<;; I Nomia quadridentata, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1875 68 11 o _, 
. • .' p , ll, f, 6 0 , t t ~ O I 
' Puudaloya (Green coll.). 
296. NOMIA RUBTICA., "Westwood. 
Nomia nuti~a, Westw. apu<l Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B.M. i. 90, 
,. 21 o ; Walk. 'Ienn . Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. 
. Boe. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
297. NoMu VINCTA, Walker. 
Nomia vincta, W~lk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, v. (1860), 
~ 306; Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
Jmp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
Genus HALICTus, Latreille. 
. 291( HALIC'.rus A.GREsns, Smith. 
,. ·~, 
. ,, , Halu,tua ag1·eatis, Smi th, Cat. Hym. Ins . B. M. i. 61, 72 ~; Jour, 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 386, 2. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
299, fuLICTUS A.MCENUS, sp DOV, 
. , i. L. 8 millim. Exp. 14 millim. 
. · Black, th~ head, th?rax in fi:ont, an1 the basal segment of the 
•_abdomen p1ceous; wmgs sordid hyalme; legs with glistening 
ff" fulYous pubescence, the tarsi light testnceous. 
.,.,:,/"" The head finely and closely punctured, and covered with a thin 
. •~ f~,ous pubescence; t~e clypeus broad, its anterior margin fringed 
.,i "1th long fulvous hairs an? marked with a few deep coarse 
punctures, the space above 1t convex, from which a short per-1; pendicular carina runs up between the base of the antennre • the 
,f,front of the face subconr:3ve; th~ ocelli in a broad triangle o~ the 
, Mtex ; the antennre p1ceous, lighter on the scape in front . 
. ·, Thorax, the mesothorax above broad, convex, finely and closely 
29• 
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p_uuctured, an abbreviated longitudinally impre&sed line ~n either 
side on .the disc close to the tegulre; the scutellum raised and 
prominent; the postscutellum with close short fulvous pubescence; 
the meta.thorax opaque black, thinly pubescent, flattened laterally, 
with the apex abruptly truncated, an enclosed triangular space at 
its base subconcave and closely punctured. The wings sordid 
hyaline, the t egulm and nervur es testaceous brown. Legs testaceou~ 
brown, covered wi* a glistening fulvous pubescence ; the tarsi light 
testaceous. Abdomen blaek, the basal segment above piceous, ver~· 
smooth and shining; th e remaining segments finely and closely 
punctured at their base, th eir posterior margins smooth, shining, 
and · 11arrowly testaceous. Beneath the abdomen is black and 
thinly pubescent. 
Puudaloya (Gi·een coll.). 
Described from four specimens in my own collection, from 
Sikkim and Tenasserim, and two specimens in Mr. Green's 
collection. I t is nearest to, but perfectly distinct from, t.he 
recently -described 11. amit .imts, VachnJ, from the Karen Hills, in 
Burma. :From this species it differs in the sculpture and shape 
of the meta.thorax, and in wanting the pubescent white bands on 
the abdomen. 
300. fuLICTUS VERNALIS, Smith. 
Halictus vernalia, Smith, Desc, New Spec. Hym. B. M. 30, 2 ~, 
301. HALICTUS TI:MIDUS, mith. 
llalictm timicliis, Smith, Desc. New Spec. Hym. B. M. 31, 3 ~. 
Genus A.NDRENA, Fabricius, 
302. ANDRENA EXAGENS, ·walker. 
A ndi·ena exagens, Walk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, ,., 
(1860), 305; Tenn. Nat. Hi st. Ceylon, ch. x~i. 454; Motsch. Bull, 
-Soc. Imp. d. Nat . l\fosc. 18H3, 25. 
:Family A PI D E, Leach. 
Genus l\boACHILE, Latreille. 
303. MEGACIULE LANA.TA, l<,abricius. 
Apia lanata, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 335, 90. 
A nthopho,·a lanata, .Fabr . Syst. Piez. 372, 1. 
.Me,gachile lanata, Lepe!. H ym. ii. 342, 16 ~ ; Smith , Cat. Hym• 
Ins. B. l\f. i. 177, 97; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 387, 1. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
304. MEGA.CHILE CONJUNCTA, Smith. 
:ftfegachile conjuncta, Smith, Cat . Hym. Ins. B. M. i. 175, 90 o ~; ; 
Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 388, 19. · 
Pundaloya ( Grun coll.). 
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305. MEGACHILE ARJ>ENS, mith. . 
.llegacliile a,•dens, Smith, Desc. New Spec. Hym . B. M. 67, 19 ~. 
Pundn.loyn. ( Green coll.). 
30fl. MEGACHILE CEYLONICA, sp. nov. (Plate. XV . fig. 9.) 
o . L'. 11 millim. Exp. 18 millim. 
b 
Dlack, the face, thorax below, and legs with white pubescence 
t e pu~escence on the thorax above and th e fimbria on th~ 
abdommal segments ochraceous. H ead very broad closely and 
flnely punc~ured ; mandibl_es larg_e, black, cbannelletl' and coarsely 
punctured m front; ocelh promm ent, placed in a curve 011 the 
,~rtex; clykeus covered with thick white pubescence. Thorax 
Jllhous blac , finely and ?losely pu~ctur ed, covered with a thin 
oc rnceous pubescence; wmgs browmsh hyaline, darker along their 
~al margms ; legs stout, black, thickly fringed below with Iona 
w it~ pubescence, claws bifid_ at th e t.ip. Abdomen black, th~ 
ma11,'1ns of all but the two apical segments with narrow bands of 
oc~raceous pubescei:_ic~ widening somewhat at the sides, t.hP. t.wo 
aptrnl segments shmmg, closely and very finelv pnnchired t.hP 
extreme apex notched. · ' 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). . 
ldThis 11P?Cies may be ~he male of 1lf. arden.s, Smith, but it differs con-
• rrn~ly m fo~ and m the colour of the pubescence. It resembles 
the
J/. lattce}J8, Smith , but differs in the colour of the pubescence on 
head and face, which is white, not golden-yellow. 
Genus LITHURGus, Latreille. 
LITHURGUB ATBATUS, mith·. 
l 
LitliLu~gu• atratu,, Smith, Cat. H ym. Ins. B. M. i. 145, 7 ~; 
our. mn. Soc. xi. (1867), 390, l. 
Pundnloya (Green coll.). 
Genus Cnoc1sA, J urine. 
CRoc1BA SCUTELLARIS, }'abricius. 
/t'omada 1cutellari1, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 346, 2. 
Jltlt~CJ •"."'te~la,:ia, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 387, 4. 
Crocua hutrionica, Latr. Gen. Crust. Ins. iv. 172. 
. Crocila 1cutellari8, Lepe!. Hym. ii. 453 7 ° · Smith Cat Hyin 
· lDa. Il M .. 2'"6 2 ' + ' ' . . ~ , ,ll, I, , 
. 
'809. Cnoc1sA RAMOBA, Lepeletier. 
. Croci1a r~mosa, Lepe!. Hym. ii. 451, 5 ~ 0 ; Smith, Cat . Hym . 
., lDa. D. :M. 11. 277, 7; Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454 ; 
~ .)lot,t·b, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
• '.Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
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310. CROCISA EMARGINATA, Lepeletier. 
Crocua ema1·gi11ata, Lepel. Hym. ii. 449, 3 ~ o; Smith, Cat. 
Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 277, 5; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 390, 3. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
Genus ALLODAPE, Lepeletier. 
311. ALLODAPE MARGINATA, Smith. 
All~dape mai·ginata, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 230, 7 ~; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hi st. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
lrup. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
390, 1. 
Genus C<ELIOXYB, Latreille. 
312. C<ELIOXYB 0APITATA, Smith. 
Crelioxys capitata, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 267, 34 ~ o; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
313. C<ELI0XYS 00NFUSUS, Smith. 
Orelioxy, confv.,u,, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1875, 50 ~ • 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
Genus STELIB, Panz. 
314. STELIS 0Allll0NARIA, Smith. 
Stelia carbonaria, Smith, Co.t. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii . 275, 9 ~ o; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. -Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
Genus CEn.ATINA, Latreille. 
315. CERA.TINA VlllIDIS, Guerin. 
Oeratina 11iridia, Guer. Icon. Reg. Anim. 444, t. 73. f. 6; Smith, 
Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 224, 9; Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, 
_ ch.xii. 454; Motsch . Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25; 
Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 391, 1. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.) . 
316. CERA.TINA PICTA, Smith, 
Ceratina picta, Smith, Cat. Hym .. ~ns. B. M. ii. _224, 104'? I " 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xn. 454; MotRch. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867). 
391, 2. 
317. CERATINA sI:MILLIMA, Smith. 
Ceratina 1imillim11, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 225, 11 cf; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Cey Ion, ch. xii. 454 ; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
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'f;;f,'{ Nat. Mose. 1863, 25; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 
Genus N mu.DA, Fabricius. 
318. No:MADA LUS0A, Smith • 
• Nomada l"!sca, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 243, 58 ~ ; J our. 
Linn. Soc. x1. 391, 2. 
Pundaloya ( Gi·een coll.). 
O~ginally describe_d by Smith from the Philippine Islands, this 
•~1es °:curs also m Burma a'nd Sikkim. It is a somewhat 
nnable msect., and Smith's description is insufficiellt. I have 
however, exammed the type in the British Museum with which 
the _Burmese specimens agree exactly; the Ceylon 'and Sikkim 
1pec1~ens are darker, and the former bas a dull yellow spot on 
each_ side, at the base of the 2nd abdominal segment. In Sikkim 
1pec1mens these two spots coalesce above and form an obscure band 
at the base of the segment. 
Genus ANTnoPHORA, Latreille. 
819. ANTHOPHORA ZONATA (Linnams). 
, .Apu zonata, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 955. 
.A"'!_rena zonata, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 311, 19. 
Me;1lln 1Zonata, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 331, 13. 
.Anthop~ zonata, ~pel. Hy~. ii. 25, 1 ; Smith, Cat. Hym. 
In■• B. M. 11. 336, 90; id: Jour. Lmn. Soc. xi. (1867), 392, 1; Sich. 
·,.- Suppl. Hym. Novara Reise, 153. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
820. ANTROPH0RA VIOLA0EA, Lepeletier • 
.Anthophora 11iolacea, Lepel. Hym. ii. 80 47 · Smith, Cat. Hym. 
, lna. B. M. ii. 338, 96. ' ' 




_821. ANT~0PHORA 0INGULATA (Fabricius). 
· • .Andrena cingulata, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 314, 30 ~. 
J/egilla cingv.lata, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 332, 18. 
. , Anthophora cin,qulata, Lepel. Hym. ii. 46 ~ ; Sich. Suppl. Hym. 
:"~ ... Novara Reise, 153. 
, , • 822. ANTHOPHOR.&. FALLAX, Smith. 
~ · · ..4.ntAophora falla:r:, Smith, Desc. New Spec. Hym. B. M. 120, 
.• ., . ·. .. ,. , 
" · Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
· • Only ?ne spe~imen in Mr. Green's collection, which is not 
~-limte hp1cal, e.s 1~ ~ants the ~ul\'ous fascire on the underside of 
. 1M !bciomen .. Or1gmally described from Natal, it is a wide-spread 
0 -,,pectee, occurrmg throughout India. . . . . . . 
L'r,-cor.. c. T. DINGilA;\[ OX 'l'IIE [Mnr.17, 
323. ANTH0Pil0RA INSULARIB, Smith. 
Anthophora insularis, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 48, 2 ~; 
id. ibid. xi. (1867), 392, 7. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). · 
Originally described from Borneo, this species is common in 
Burma and in Sikkim. A. vigilans, described three years later by 
Mr. Smith from the Celebes, seems to me only a large form of 
A. in,ularis. 
Genus XYLOCAPA, Latreille. 
824. XYLOCAPA LATIPEB (Drury). 
Apu latipes, Drury, Ill. Exot. Ins. ii. 98, t. 48. f. 2 c5; Fabr. 
Ent. Syst. ii. 814, 1 ~ . 
Apis gigas, Degeer, Mcm. Hist. Ins. iii. 576, pl. 28. f. 15. 
Xylocapa latipes, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 887, 1; Lepe!. Hym. ii. 203, 
51 ~ 0 ; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 353, 43; Walk. Tenn. 
:\'at. Hi st. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. 
:i\Iosc. 1863, 25; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 392, 1; Trans. 
Ent. Soc. 1874, 267, 40, 
325. XYLOCAPA TENUIBCAPA, Westwood. 
Xylocapa tenuiscapa, W estw. Nat. Libr. xxxviii. 271, t. 23. 
t'. 2 c5; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 853, 41; Walk. Tenn. 
Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Mot.sch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. 
Mose. 1863, 25; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 398, 6; Trana. 
Ent. Soc. 1874, 268, 41. · 
Xylocapa latreilli i, Lepel. Hym. ii. 206, 55 ~ c5. 
Xylocapa viridipennis, Lepel. Hym. ii. 205, 54 ~ var. 
Pundaloya (Gr een coll.). 
826: XYLOOAPA FENEBTRATA (Fabricius). 
Apis fenest-rata, Fabr . Ent. Syst. Suppl. 278, 8 ~. 
Xylocapa fenestrata, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 389, 6; Lepel. Hym. ii. 
184, 15 ~ c5; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 853, 46; Jour. 
Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 393, 10; Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, 269, · 
44 ~ o, 
Xylocapa indica, Klug, Mag. d. Gesell. naturf. Freunde zu Berlin 
(1807), 264. 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). 
• 
327. XYLOOAPA C0LLARIB, Lepeletier. 
X,vlocapci collaris, Lepel. Hym. ii. 189, 26 ~; Smith, Cat. Hym. 
Ins. B. M. ii. 353, 47; Jour . Linn. Soc. xi. 393, 11; Trans. Ent. 
Soc. 187 4, 270, 46 ~ o. 
Xylocapa dejeanii, Lepel. Hym. ii. 209, 59 ~; Smith, Cat. Hym. 
Ins. B. M. ii. 357, 62; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. 394, 21. 
Pundaloya ( G1·een coll.). 
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. · 828. XYLOCAPA J.D0-FASCIATA, Sichel. 
· Xylocapa· albo-fasciata, Sich. Suppl. Hym. d. Novara-Reise, 
154 ~; Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, 268, 42. 
329. XYLOOAPA IGNITA, Smith. 
Xylocapa ignita, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, 276, 62 ~. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
830. XYLOOAPA NIGR00ERULEA, Smith. 
Xylocapa nigrowrulea, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, 279, 
70 ~-
Pundaloya (Grun coll.). 
· One specimen which with some doubt I refer to this species • it 
agrees fairly well with Smith's description, so far as this goes. ' 
331. XYLOCAPA BRY0RUM (Fabricius). 
Apis bryorum, Fabr. Ent. Syst. ii. 821, 28 0 • 
BombU8 bryorum, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 348, 28. 
Xylocapa dimi1iata, L epe!. Hym. ii. 199, 44 ~ ; Smith, Cat. 
Hym. Ins. B. M.11. 857, 66; Jour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 394, 25. 
Xyl-Ocapa bryorum, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, 275, 59 ~ 0 . 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
832. XYLOOAPA· DISSIMILis, Lepeletier. 
· Xylocapa diasim.~li.s, Lepe!. Hrm, ii. 180, 9 ~ c5; Smith, Cat. 
Hym. In~. B. M. 11. ,356, 58; ~1ch. Suppl. Hym. Novara -Reise, 
155; Smith, J our. Lmn. Soc. x1. (1867), 394, 19 ; Trans. Ent. 
Soc. 1874, 268, 43 ~ <5. 
Xylocapa lunulata, Lepel. Hym. ii. 184, 14 0 var. 
Genus APis, auctorum. 
833. APIB ·noRBATA, Fabricius. 
Apu _clorsa~a, :Fabr. Ent. ~yst. ii. 328, 64; Syst. Piez. 370, 7 ; 
Lepel. Hym. 1. 405, 9 ~; Smith, Cat. Hym . Ins. B. M. ii. 415, 5. 
.Tour. Linn. Soc. xi. (1867), 396, 1. ' 
Apu nigripennis, Latr. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. v. (x.) 170, 4, 
._ 13. f. 7. 
. Api, bicolor, Klug, Mag. d. Gesell. naturf. Freunde zu Berlin, 
1807, 264, t. 7. £. 3. . 
. Apis zonata, Guer. (nee Linn.), Belang. Voy. Ind. Orient. 504, 
pl. 4. f. 6. 
Apis te,tacea, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 49, 5 (im-
mature). 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
834. A.Pis INDIOA, Fabricius. 
·. ;. Apu indica, Fa~r. Ent. Syst. Sul?pl. 274, 59; Syst. Piez. 370 
,_ 4 ; Lepel. Hym. 1. 403, 5 tl ; Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins, B. M. ii •. 
,., 
,' 
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416, 7; Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch, 
Bull. Soc. Imp . d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25; S1,T1ith, Jour . Linn. Soc • . 
xi. (1867), 396, 4. 
Ap ia p eronii, Latr. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. v. (x.), 173. 
Ap is aocialis, Latr. Ann . Mus. Hist. Nat. v. (x.), 172. 
Apis delesaertii, Guer. Icon. Reg. Anim. 461. 
Apis perottetii, Guer. Icon. Reg. Anim. 461. 
Pundnloya ( Gi·een coll.); Trincomal ee ( Yerbury coll.). 
335. Al'IS FLORA.LIS, Fabricius. 
Apis floralis, Fabr. Syst. Piez. 373, 6; Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc, 
xi. (1867), 396, 6. · Apia cmdreniformis, Smith, Jour. Linn. Soc. ii. (1858), 49, 4 tl. 
Apis fobata, Smith, Cat. Hym, Ins. B. M. ii. 416, 10 o. 
Pundaloya ( Green coll.). 
Genus Tn.IGONA, Jurine. 
336. Tn.IGONA IRIDil'ENNIB, Smith. 
Trigona iriclipennia, Smith, Cat. Hym. Ins. B. M. ii. 413, 42 ~ ; 
Walk. Tenn. Nat. Hist. Ceylon, ch. xii. 454; Motsch. Bull. Soc. 
Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
337. Tn.IGONA PRJETERITA, Walker. 
Tri,gona pi•reterita, Walk. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, ,. 
(1860), 305; Motsch. Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. Mose. 1863, 25. 
Family CR RY s ID I D JE, Leach. 
Genus STILBU:M, Spinola. 
338. STILBUM CYANURUM (Forster) . 
Ohrysis cyanura, Forst. Nov. Spec. Ins. 89 {1771 ). 
Chryais nobilis, Fuesl. Mag. d. Ent. i. 222. 
Stilbum splendidum, Blanch . (nee Fabr.) Hist. Nat. iii. 297, 2, 
t . iii. £. 3; Brulle, Hym. iv. 15, 1; Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, 
469 ~ o. Ohrysis splend·ida, Fabr. Syst. Ent. 357, 1 (1775); Spec. Ins. 1, 
454; Mant. Ins. i. 282, 1 ; Ent. Syst. ii. 238, 1 ; Syst. Piez. 170, 1. 
Ohrysia apinolre, Montr. Ann. Soc. Linn. Lyon, 18G4, 249. 
Stilbum calens, Ab. Ann . Soc. Linn. Lyon, 1879, 40. . . 
Stilbum cyanurum, Moes. Mon. Chrysid. (1889), 190, 202 ~var. 
,plendidum, p. 193). 
Pundaloya (Green coll.). · 
Genus CRRYBIS, Linnaius. 
339. CRn.YSI8 FUSCil'ENNIB, rulle. 
Chry,is fuacipennis, B1·ulle, Hym. iv. 38, 24 ~ ; Moes. Mon. 
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.A.mpbinema dinema, p. 475: . · 
Lizzia blondina, p. 475. ·. · • 
Margellium octopunptatnm, p. 477,; 
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